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Anchoring The Cognitive Map To The External World
Abstract
Representations of space in the broader hippocampal formation are thought to neurally instantiate
components of a cognitive map. For a navigator to make use of this map, these representations must be
anchored to the external world. Here we address the cues and mechanisms which anchor two of these
components – representations of heading and location – to the external world at multiple levels of
explanation. In Chapter 2, we record from hippocampal place cells as disoriented mice freely explore or
search for hidden rewards in environments of various shapes containing polarizing visual cues. We
demonstrate that the hippocampal map is oriented by the spatial geometry alone, and that the orientation
of this map predicts search behavior. In Chapter 3, we develop a network-level computational model of
how input from border cells could shape the activity of grid and place cells during environmental
deformations. From this model we derive a novel prediction: environmental deformations induce dynamic
shifts in the phase of the grid location code through interactions with boundaries. We then reanalyze the
two key datasets of grid cells recorded during environmental deformations and find clear evidence of
these boundary-tethered shifts. Finally, in Chapter 4, we test whether boundary-tethered shifts might
contribute to cross-species similarities in the behavior of the place cell representation of rodents and the
spatial memory of humans. To this end, we first record from hippocampal place cells as oriented mice
explored deformed versions of a familiar environment, and find evidence of boundary-tethered place field
shifts as predicted. Next, we teach human participants the locations of objects in a familiar environment,
after which they are to replace those objects while in deformed versions of the familiar environment.
Across three experiments, we find that the replaced location of objects shifted dependent on the most
recently contacted boundary as predicted, even when immersive visual and vestibular cues are available.
Together, these results indicate that boundaries play a unique role in anchoring multiple components of
the cognitive map. In Chapter 5, we close with a brief discussion of the implications of these findings.
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ABSTRACT
ANCHORING THE COGNITIVE MAP TO THE EXTERNAL WORLD
Alexandra Thomas Keinath
Russell A. Epstein
Representations of space in the broader hippocampal formation are thought to neurally
instantiate components of a cognitive map. For a navigator to make use of this map, these
representations must be anchored to the external world. Here we address the cues and
mechanisms which anchor two of these components – representations of heading and location –
to the external world at multiple levels of explanation. In Chapter 2, we record from hippocampal
place cells as disoriented mice freely explore or search for hidden rewards in environments of
various shapes containing polarizing visual cues. We demonstrate that the hippocampal map is
oriented by the spatial geometry alone, and that the orientation of this map predicts search
behavior. In Chapter 3, we develop a network-level computational model of how input from border
cells could shape the activity of grid and place cells during environmental deformations. From this
model we derive a novel prediction: environmental deformations induce dynamic shifts in the
phase of the grid location code through interactions with boundaries. We then reanalyze the two
key datasets of grid cells recorded during environmental deformations and find clear evidence of
these boundary-tethered shifts. Finally, in Chapter 4, we test whether boundary-tethered shifts
might contribute to cross-species similarities in the behavior of the place cell representation of
rodents and the spatial memory of humans. To this end, we first record from hippocampal place
cells as oriented mice explored deformed versions of a familiar environment, and find evidence of
boundary-tethered place field shifts as predicted. Next, we teach human participants the locations
of objects in a familiar environment, after which they are to replace those objects while in
deformed versions of the familiar environment. Across three experiments, we find that the
replaced location of objects shifted dependent on the most recently contacted boundary as
predicted, even when immersive visual and vestibular cues are available. Together, these results
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indicate that boundaries play a unique role in anchoring multiple components of the cognitive
map. In Chapter 5, we close with a brief discussion of the implications of these findings.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Spatial codes in the broader hippocampal formation
The ability to navigate is a fundamental need of all mobile organisms. To do so
successfully, a navigator must represent something about the content of their
surroundings. Although there are many representations a navigator could rely on to do
so, one particularly advantageous representation is that of a cognitive map – a
representation of the spatial relationships among locations relative to some fixed spatial
metric. Using a cognitive map a navigator can plan novel routes, organize goals
efficiently, and effectively adapt to changes in the external world.

While the idea of a cognitive map was postulated and tested behaviorally long
before the discovery of any neural evidence (Tolman, 1948), the theory has enjoyed
renewed support with the discovery of cells with spatially-tuned activity in the
hippocampus (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). Since then, a
wealth of research has revealed multiple interactive spatial codes instantiated by
different cell types throughout the broader hippocampal formation, each with unique
coding properties. Here we briefly review these cell types and their coding properties.

Place cells. Place cells are cells found in areas CA1 and CA3 of the
hippocampus proper which are active only when the navigator occupies a particular
location or locations (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978).
Different place cells prefer different locations tiling the entire navigable space, forming a
hippocampal map of the environment. Returning to the same environment elicits the
same hippocampal map, while exploring different environments elicit different
1

hippocampal maps (Muller and Kubie, 1987; Leutgeb et al., 2005), a process known as
remapping. Rotating salient cues often elicits a comparable rotation of the hippocampal
map (Muller and Kubie, 1987). Thus as a population of place cells maintains a rich
spatial representation which includes information about location (i.e. where in the
environment is the navigator), heading (i.e. how is the navigator oriented relative to the
environment), and context (i.e. which environment is the navigator in), key components
of a cognitive map.

Head direction cells. Head direction (HD) cells are cells which are only active
when the navigator faces a particular direction regardless of the navigator’s location. HD
cells are found in the medial entorhinal cortex (mEC) (Sargolini et al., 2006), one
synapse upstream of the hippocampus proper, as well as numerous other regions in the
Papez circuit including retrosplenial cortex (Chen et al., 1994), postsubiculum (Taube et
al., 1990a), and anterodorsal thalamic nuclei (Taube, 1995). Different HD cells prefer
different directions tiling the entire space of headings, thus maintaining a constant
representation of the navigator’s heading.

Grid cells. Grid cells are cells found in the mEC and nearby pre- and
postsubiculum which are only active when the navigator occupies a hexagonal lattice of
preferred locations which tessellates to cover the navigable space (Hafting et al., 2005;
Boccara et al., 2010). Grid cells are further organized into distinct ‘modules’. Within each
module all grid cells share the same grid scale (the distance between neighboring
preferred locations) and grid orientation (the alignment of the tessellating lattice relative
to the external environment), but differ in their grid phase (the shift in their preferred
locations relative to the external environment) (Stensola et al., 2012). Different modules
2

have different grid scales, with a fixed scale factor of ~1.4 to 1.8 between successive
modules (Barry et al., 2007; Stensola et al., 2012; Krupic et al., 2015). Modules are
distributed anatomically along the dorsoventral axis of the mEC such that larger-scale
modules tend to be observed more ventrally than smaller-scale modules (Brun et al.,
2008). The same grid representation is reinstantiated during repeated visits of the same
environment, while exploring a different environment may elicit changes in the grid
phase and orientation relative to the external environment; however, the grid phase and
orientation of each cell relative to other cells within a module is always preserved
(Hafting et al., 2005). Due in part to the striking spatially repetitive nature of the grid cell
activity, and their anatomical location one synapse upstream, it is hypothesized that the
grid code may establish a spatial metric (Moser and Moser, 2008), perhaps through path
integration (McNaughton et al., 2006), from which the hippocampal map location code is
derived (Solstad et al., 2006). Although the grid code within a module is repetitive and
thus the spatial information conveyed by that module alone is limited, combining
information across multiple modules overcomes this limitation, efficiently conveying
precise location information (Sreenivasan and Fiete, 2011).

Conjunctive cells. A subset of grid cells, known as conjunctive cells, are tuned to
both a particular head direction and a hexagonal lattice of preferred locations, such that
the navigator must both occupy a preferred location and face the preferred direction for
the cell to become active (Sargolini et al., 2006). Conjunctive cells are thought to play a
role in maintaining the grid code through path integration (McNaughton et al., 2006;
Keinath, 2016).
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Border cells. Border cells are cells, found in the mEC, that are active only when
the navigator occupies a location where a navigational boundary is nearby and in a
particular allocentric direction (Solstad et al., 2008). If a preferred boundary is elongated,
the preferred location of the border cell will elongate to maintain proportional coverage. If
a nonpreferred boundary is elongated, the activity of the border cell remains unchanged.
If an additional new boundary is inserted in the middle of the environment, the border
cell will fire at locations adjacent to both the new and the old boundaries with a similar
allocentric relationship. If, instead of walls, an environment is bounded by a steep drop,
then border cells will continue to be active near the edges of the environment,
suggesting that border cells are activated by navigational constraints, not extended
surface boundaries per se. Thus border cells are thought to provide location information
conveying the shape of the navigable space.

Interactions between spatial codes. Evidence from rodents with selectively
impaired networks has revealed that these spatial codes interact to generate and correct
one another. For example, disruptions of regions containing HD cells impairs the
recovery of an oriented hippocampal map and a reliable grid code (Calton et al., 2003;
Winter et al., 2015a), suggesting that HD cells are causally involved in maintaining the
grid and place codes. Conversely, lesions to the hippocampus impair both the HD code
(Golob and Taube, 1999) and the grid code (Bonnevie et al., 2013), suggesting that the
hippocampal map is causally involved in maintaining both codes. Finally, disruptions of
the grid code can yield deficits in the hippocampal location code (Wang et al., 2014),
although some amount of location coding persists which is thought to reflect a
contribution from the border cell code (Brandon et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014).
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Evidence from rodents with normally functioning networks further indicates that
these spatial codes make particular contributions to components of one another. For
example, the preferred directions of HD cells are tightly coupled to the orientation of both
the hippocampal map and the grid representation (Knierim et al., 1995; Sargolini et al.,
2006), suggesting a unified representation of heading across these codes. Likewise,
changes to the environment which induce a remapping of the grid code are
accompanied by a remapping of the hippocampal location code (Fyhn et al., 2007),
suggesting that both location codes are interdependent (Monaco et al., 2011). Finally,
encountering boundaries stabilizes the grid code (Hardcastle et al., 2015), suggesting
that the border cell code may convey precise spatial information to the grid code.

In sum, evidence indicates that the many interactive spatial codes found in the
broader hippocampal formation reflect a coherent neural instantiation of a cognitive map.

1.2 Anchoring heading and location codes to the external world
Although a cognitive map is an extremely useful representation for any navigator
to have, he or she must first establish the relationship between this map and the external
world before the map can be applied successfully. We refer to this process as anchoring.
In what follows, we focus on the cues and processes which anchor two of these
components – heading and location. Note that heading and location are logically
dissociable representations: a compass represents heading without providing
information about location, while a ‘you-are-here’ map provides location information
without providing any information about heading. Thus, in principle, different cues and
processes may anchor each of these components to the external world. Here we review
the cues and processes thought to anchor each of these codes separately.
5

Anchoring the heading code. Previous research has shown that internallygenerated, or idiothetic, self-motion cues are crucial to maintaining an anchored heading
code. Head direction cells in upstream regions receive input from cells coding the
angular velocity of head movements (Bassett and Taube, 2001; Taube, 2007), and the
head direction code is disrupted when the navigator is passively rotated (Taube, 1995;
Shinder and Taube, 2014) or vestibular cues are eliminated (Stackman and Taube,
1997; Yoder and Taube, 2009). Idiothetic cues are thought to contribute to the heading
code through path integration, a process by which a spatial representation is
continuously updated in concordance with movement (Valerio and Taube, 2012). Indeed
it is hypothesized that part of the head direction circuit instantiates a continuous attractor
network which maintains a one-dimensional heading code through path integration
(Zhang, 1996).

While previous work has thus demonstrated a clear contribution of idiothetic cues
to the heading code, these cues alone are not sufficient to anchor spatial
representations to the external world for multiple reasons. Firstly, self-motion cues are
inherently noisy. Path integration will therefore continuously accrue noise from these
inputs leading to a spatial representation which drifts further and further over time, even
in the absence of other sources of noise. Therefore, additional external cues are
required to anchor these drifting representations. Moreover, as a purely internal process,
path integration is unable to adapt to changes in an unstable world. Finally, even the
most skilled navigator will occasionally become disoriented, at which point idiothetic
cues are unreliable and only external cues can be used to reestablish his or her map de
novo.

6

Given the inherently limited nature of path integration, the heading code must be
anchored by additional external cues. Previous results from oriented navigators have
demonstrated visual landmarks, especially those which are distal or experienced as
stable over time, can anchor the heading code as reflected by the preferred directions of
head direction cells (Knierim et al., 1995; Knight et al., 2011) and the orientation of the
hippocampal map (Muller and Kubie, 1987; Knierim et al., 1995). However, because
these results are derived from oriented navigators it is unclear whether or not these
findings reflect a contribution from path integration. To rule out this possibility, previous
behavioral work has turned to the now-classic spatial reorientation paradigm. In this
paradigm, a disoriented navigator searches for a known reward in a corner of a
rectangular chamber containing additional cues such as stripes along one wall. The
typical result is that the navigator either searches the correct corner or the geometrically
equivalent opposite corner with equal frequency, behaving as if oriented by the shape of
the navigable space alone to the exclusion of other cues (Cheng, 1986; Gallistel, 1990).
Though provocative, the neural basis of this behavior, and its link to the cognitive map, is
debated (Cheng and Newcombe, 2005; Cheng et al., 2007, 2013; Miller and
Shettleworth, 2007; Stürzl and Zeil, 2007).

We address this link in Chapter 2. To do so, we record from the hippocampus as
disoriented mice freely explore chambers of various shapes containing additional visual
features. We find that the hippocampal map is consistently oriented by the chamber
geometry, to the exclusion of the other visual features. Next we record from the
hippocampus of disoriented mice during the spatial reorientation task. We find that the
hippocampal map is again exclusively oriented by chamber geometry, and that the
orientation of this map predicts search behavior on a trial by trial basis. Together, these
7

results elucidate the neural basis of spatial reorientation and indicate that the heading
code is preferentially anchored by navigational boundaries when idiothetic cues are
unreliable.

Anchoring the location code. Previous research has shown that idiothetic selfmotion cues are also crucial to maintaining an anchored location code through path
integration (McNaughton et al., 1996, 2006; Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997). The
grid and place location codes remain stably anchored when the navigator explores in the
dark (Quirk et al., 1990; Hafting et al., 2005), different idiothetic inputs can shape the
place location code (Colgin et al., 2010), and both location codes are less reliable when
the navigator is passively transported (Terrazas et al., 2005; Winter et al., 2015b) or
vestibular cues are eliminated (Stackman et al., 2002; Jacob et al., 2014). Indeed, it is
even hypothesized that the grid network instantiates a two-dimensional continuous
attractor network specialized for maintaining a location code through path integration
(McNaughton et al., 2006; Burak and Fiete, 2009), and that this path-integrated location
code is a primary source of the place cell location code (Solstad et al., 2006).

However, as we noted in the case of the heading code, path integration is simply
not enough to anchor the location code to an unstable world. Which external cues
anchor the location code, and by which mechanisms? To address this question, previous
research has focused on environmental deformation paradigms. In these paradigms, a
rodent navigator is familiarized with an environment over extensive experience.
Following this experience, the rodent then explores the familiar environment and
deformed versions of this environment in which the chamber walls have been stretched
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or compressed along one or both dimensions. During this time, grid or place cells are
recorded.

The results of these paradigms differ between the two cell types. The firing
patterns of grid cells tend to stretch or compress in concert with changes to the
environment shape, an effect termed rescaling (Barry et al., 2007). Moreover, the
likelihood of rescaling is grid scale-dependent; small scale grid cells tend not to rescale
while large scale grid cells tend to rescale completely (Stensola et al., 2012). Place cells
exhibit even more heterogeneous behaviors (O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996). Some place
cells exhibit rescaling, similar to large scale grid cells. Others exhibit bifurcations of their
place fields into multiple peaks. The place fields of some cells are emergently modulated
by movement direction during deformations, with the place field peak shifting ‘upstream’
of the movement direction. Finally, some place cells show a systematic decline in the
peak firing rate as the environment is stretched further and further from its familiar
shape.

At the very least, these results demonstrate that the shape of the environment
has a profound effect on anchoring the grid and place location codes. On a general
level, these results have been further interpreted as demonstrating that the spatial metric
established by the grid code can be reshaped by changing environmental geometry, and
that the location component of the cognitive map is thus fundamentally malleable (Barry
et al., 2007). On a mechanistic level, these results have prompted the development of a
model of place cells as derived from cells coding various distances to boundaries (Barry
et al., 2006). Termed the Boundary Vector Cell (BVC) model, a reference to the
predicted and later discovered cells coding distances to boundaries (Stewart et al., 2014;
9

Brotons-Mas et al., 2017), this model has been extremely successful at predicting the
responses of place cells to geometric deformations of the environment (Barry et al.,
2006). But although these results have informed successful models and theories,
numerous aspects of these results have remained unexplained. For example, if
reshaping an environment rescales the grid cell spatial metric, then why do only large
scale grid cells rescale? Why are the responses of place cells heterogeneous while the
responses of grid cells are more stereotyped? Why do some place cells develop
emergent modulation by movement direction?

We address these lingering questions and their implications in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4. In Chapter 3, we develop an alternative model of the interactions between
border, grid, and place cells and demonstrate that this model exhibits all the behaviors
observed during environmental deformations, including those which have remained
unexplained. From this model, we note a striking novel prediction: during environmental
deformations, grid fields dynamically ‘shift’ following contact with boundaries. Finally, we
reanalyze the 2 primary grid cell datasets, and find clear evidence of these predicted
shifts. In Chapter 4, we test additional predictions of the boundary-tethered model and
observe cross-species evidence in support of this model in the place cells of rodents and
the spatial memory of humans. Together these results challenge existing interpretations
of the results of environmental deformation paradigms, and instead indicate that the
location component of the cognitive map is dynamically anchored to navigational
boundaries during environmental deformations.

10

CHAPTER 2: ENVIRONMENTAL GEOMETRY ALIGNS THE
HIPPOCAMPAL MAP DURING SPATIAL REORIENTATION
Keinath, AT, Julian, JB, Epstein, RA, Muzzio, IA (2017). Environmental geometry aligns the
hippocampal map during spatial reorientation. Current Biology, 27(3): 309-317.

2.1 Summary
When a navigator’s internal sense of direction is disrupted, she must rely on
external cues to regain her bearings, a process termed spatial reorientation. Extensive
research has demonstrated that the geometric shape of the environment exerts powerful
control over reorientation behavior, but the neural and cognitive mechanisms underlying
this phenomenon are not well understood. Whereas some theories claim that geometry
controls behavior through an allocentric mechanism potentially tied to the hippocampus,
others postulate that disoriented navigators reach their goals by using an egocentric
view-matching strategy. To resolve this debate, we characterized hippocampal
representations during reorientation. We first recorded from CA1 cells as disoriented
mice foraged in chambers of various shapes. We found that the alignment of the
recovered hippocampal map was determined by the geometry of the chamber, but not
by nongeometric cues, even when these cues could be used to disambiguate geometric
ambiguities. We then recorded hippocampal activity as disoriented mice performed a
classical goal-directed spatial memory task in a rectangular chamber. Again, we found
that the recovered hippocampal map aligned solely to the chamber geometry. Critically,
we also found a strong correspondence between the hippocampal map alignment and
the animal’s behavior, making it possible to predict the search location of the animal
from neural responses on a trial-by-trial basis. Together, these results demonstrate that
spatial reorientation involves the alignment of the hippocampal map to local geometry.
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We hypothesize that geometry may be an especially salient cue for reorientation
because it is an inherently stable aspect of the environment.

2.2 Introduction
A map, cognitive or otherwise, can be a very useful tool for navigation. It can help
a navigator find goals, remember where things are located, and plan novel routes. Yet a
map is only effective if the navigator understands where she is on the map and which
direction she is facing. Under normal navigating conditions, these internal
representations of position and heading can be updated based on self-generated
(idiothetic) cues, a process known as path integration (Mittelstaedt and Mittelstaedt,
1980). However, on occasion, even the best navigator will become disoriented, in which
case their estimates of position and heading will be inaccurate. The navigator must then
rely on external (allothetic) cues to regain their bearings—a process known as spatial
reorientation.

An extensive behavioral literature suggests that the shape of the local navigable
space—the spatial geometry of the environment—is an especially powerful cue for
reorientation (Cheng and Newcombe, 2005; Cheng et al., 2013). In a now-classic
paradigm (Cheng, 1986), a disoriented navigator is trained to locate a reward in a corner
of a small rectangular chamber. By observing where the navigator subsequently
searches for the reward, the cues guiding reorientation can be inferred. Results indicate
that navigators search not only at the correct corner, but also the diagonally opposite
corner, which is a geometrically equivalent location (Cheng, 1986). Thus, navigators
behave as if guided by the spatial geometry of the chamber. Notably, nongeometric cues
that could potentially distinguish the geometrically equivalent corners, such as a marking
12

along one wall, are often ignored. This pattern of results—observed across numerous
species including birds (Lee et al., 2012), rodents (Cheng, 1986; Julian et al., 2015), and
humans (Hermer and Spelke, 1994; Lee and Spelke, 2008)—indicates that reorientation
behavior is strongly informed by the spatial geometry of the environment.

These behavioral results are important because they speak to the cognitive
mechanisms mediating reorientation (Wang and Spelke, 2002; Cheng and Newcombe,
2005; Burgess, 2006; Miller and Shettleworth, 2007; Learmonth et al., 2008;
Sheynikhovich et al., 2009; Lee and Spelke, 2010; Cheng et al., 2013). Although any
landmark could in theory be used to determine one's heading after disorientation, the
strong reliance on geometry suggests that the behavior of the animal is driven by a
mechanism that uses global shape parameters of the environment to realign the
navigator’s cognitive map (Cheng, 1986; Gallistel, 1990; Doeller et al., 2008). This view
remains controversial, however, in part because these results can be alternatively
explained without any reference to a cognitive map. Under this competing theory,
navigation following disorientation is controlled by an egocentric strategy in which goals
are reached by moving to a point where the current visual input matches a stored
representation of the visual input at the goal location (Zeil et al., 2003; Stürzl and Zeil,
2007; Stürzl et al., 2008; Pecchia and Vallortigara, 2010). In this view, "reorientation"
primarily involves visual recognition, not the recovery of spatial representations.

Adjudicating between these theories on the basis of behavioral data alone has
been difficult, but neural data offer a possible opportunity. Lesion, electrophysiology, and
functional neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that allocentric and egocentric
navigational strategies are mediated by different neuroanatomical structures.
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Specifically, allocentric strategies are supported by a neural circuit that includes the
hippocampus and neighboring structures, whereas egocentric strategies are mediated
by extra-hippocampal circuits (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Packard and McGaugh, 1992,
1996; McDonald and White, 1994; Maguire et al., 1998; Iaria et al., 2003; Barnes et al.,
2005). Therefore, to test if an allocentric mechanism mediates spatial reorientation, we
set out to characterize the hippocampal representations of mice during this process.

Surprisingly, although there is an abundance of research examining hippocampal
representations in oriented animals, little is known about how these representations are
affected by disorientation. Principal cells in the hippocampus, known as place cells,
become active when the navigator occupies a particular location within the environment
(O’Keefe, 1976; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). These location-specific firing fields form a
“hippocampal map” that is unique to the navigational context (Alme et al., 2014). The
hippocampus receives converging inputs from multiple sources (Witter et al., 1989;
Hafting et al., 2005; Sargolini et al., 2006; Solstad et al., 2008; Neunuebel et al., 2013;
Zhang et al., 2013), and under oriented conditions, a mixture of geometric,
nongeometric, and idiothetic cues combine to support a reliable, oriented hippocampal
map (Muller and Kubie, 1987; O’Keefe and Speakman, 1987; Jeffery et al., 1997).
However, the nature of this map following disorientation is less clear. Previous studies
examining place cell responses in chambers containing nongeometric cues but without
orienting geometry have yielded conflicting results, with some findings suggesting that
the hippocampal map is unstable following disorientation (Knierim et al., 1995), and
others suggesting that this map is stable and can be oriented by nongeometric cues
(Dudchenko et al., 1997). Related work examining head direction (HD) cells, whose
activity correlates with the alignment of the hippocampal map under oriented conditions,
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has yielded similar discrepancies in disoriented animals (Taube et al., 1990b; Knierim et
al., 1995; Golob and Taube, 1997; Golob et al., 2001; Clark and Taube, 2011), though
some studies suggest a privileged role for spatial geometry (Knight et al., 2011; Clark et
al., 2012). Thus, whether the hippocampal map is oriented by geometry following
disorientation, and whether this map relates to reorientation behavior, remains
unresolved.

If spatial reorientation relies on a mechanism whereby the cognitive map is
recovered relative to global shape parameters, then both the hippocampal map and
reorientation behavior should be similarly oriented by spatial geometry. If instead spatial
reorientation is mediated by an egocentric view-matching mechanism, then the
hippocampal map might be unreliable after disorientation or consistently oriented by
prominent visual features, with no predictive relationship between the hippocampal map
and reorientation behavior. To test these hypotheses, we recorded place cells as
disoriented mice repeatedly explored three chambers, each of a different shape and
containing an additional distinct visual cue specifying a unique direction within the
chamber. We then recorded hippocampal activity as disoriented mice completed the
classic spatial reorientation paradigm in a rectangular chamber. To anticipate, we found
that a reliable hippocampal map was recovered across trials and that the spatial
geometry alone consistently oriented this map; moreover, the orientation of the
hippocampal map predicted reorientation behavior on a trial-by-trial basis. Together,
these results highlight the role of spatial geometry as a critical cue orienting the
hippocampal map and strongly implicate allocentric hippocampal representations as the
neural basis of reorientation behavior.
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2.3 Results
Spatial geometry orients a reliable hippocampal map after disorientation

To assess the potential contributions of spatial geometry and other visual cues to
the recovery of the hippocampal map after disorientation, we recorded 48 place cells
from dorsal CA1 as 9 mice foraged for randomly scattered chocolate cereal crumbs in a
rectangular chamber (Figure 2.1a). A visual cue that had been previously shown to be
discriminable to both oriented and disoriented mice was present along one wall (Julian et
al., 2015). To disorient the mouse prior to the start of each trial, the mouse was removed
from the chamber and placed in a small, lidded cylinder, which was subjected to four full
clockwise and counterclockwise rotations. The mouse was then placed back into the
chamber facing a random direction. The spatial geometry defined by the walls of the
chamber and the polarizing visual cue were the only potential orienting cues available
(see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Mice foraged in this chamber on 12
consecutive testing trials on a single day.

Place cell rate maps illustrating the spatial activity of example place cells
recorded from this rectangular chamber are shown in Figure 2.1b (see also Figure 2.2a).
As illustrated by these rate maps, the place field of each cell either remained at the
same location or rotated 180° to the geometrically-equivalent location from trial to trial, in
clear contrast to the stability observed in oriented control mice (Figure 2.2b). This result
indicates that the nongeometric cue, which could serve to disambiguate geometrically
equivalent facing directions within the chamber, failed to orient the hippocampal map.
Rather, chamber geometry alone oriented this map following disorientation.
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We quantified this observation by comparing the rate maps of each cell across
trials. For each pairwise combination of trials, we first determined the rotation (0°, 90°,
180°, or 270°) that yielded the best match between the two trial rate maps, measured by
the pixel-to-pixel cross-correlation. The rectangular rate maps were compressed to
squares to make 90° and 270° rotation comparisons possible (Figure 2.1c). We then
calculated the percent of pairwise trial comparisons (66 comparisons for 12 trials) for
which each rotation provided the best match, averaging all cells within each animal as
the orientations of simultaneously recorded cells may not be independent. The results
indicated a striking influence of spatial geometry on the recovered orientation of each
cell (Figure 2.1d). A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) confirmed that
not all rotations yielded the best match equally often (F(1.6,12.6)=11.1, p=0.003;
Greenhouse-Geisser corrected for sphericity violation). Rather, geometrically consistent
rotations by 0° or 180° yielded the best match more often than geometrically inconsistent
rotations by 90° or 270° (paired t-test: t(8)=4.0, p=0.004), mirroring the rotational
symmetry of the rectangular chamber. Moreover, 0° and 180° yielded the best match
equally often (paired t-test: t(8)=0.9, p=0.38). Similar results were found using an
alternative analysis procedure that did not require compression of rate maps, indicating
that the effects of spatial geometry are not a product of rate map compression (Figures
2.2C and 2.2D).These results suggest that spatial geometry alone determined the
recovered orientations of each cell.

The pronounced influence of spatial geometry on the recovered orientations of
individual cells suggests that a reliable hippocampal map is recovered across trials.
Indeed, after aligning each map based on the best match rotation, the rate maps of each
cell were more similar across trials than expected by chance (r=0.69±0.01 mean ± SEM,
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p<0.001; see Experimental Procedures), and remained highly correlated across trials
aligned by both geometrically consistent (r=0.71±0.02) and inconsistent (r=0.64±0.03)
rotations. Notably, the correlations between rate maps aligned by geometrically
consistent rotations were significantly higher than the correlations between rate maps
aligned by geometrically inconsistent rotations (paired t-test: t(8)=3.7, p=0.006),
suggesting that geometrically inconsistent rotations may reflect a less stable
hippocampal map. Simultaneously recorded cells also tended to orient coherently across
trials: the patterns of best match rotations were more similar than expected by chance
for the majority (77 of 115; 67.0%) of simultaneously recorded cell pairs (p<0.01; see
Experimental Procedures). Together, these results demonstrate that a reliable and
coherent hippocampal map, as observed on similar timescales in oriented mice (Kentros
et al., 2004; Muzzio et al., 2009), is recovered following disorientation, and that this map
is oriented by spatial geometry.

Given the strong influence of geometry on the recovered orientation of a reliable
hippocampal map in a rectangular chamber, we next asked whether similar effects of
spatial geometry would be observed in chambers of other shapes. Using the same
paradigm, we recorded 66 place cells from dorsal CA1 as 9 disoriented mice repeatedly
foraged in a square chamber over 12 consecutive trials (Figure 2.3a). The square
chamber also contained a discriminable visual cue along one wall that uniquely specified
orientations within the chamber (Julian et al., 2015). Since the square has four-fold
rotational symmetry, the use of spatial geometry to orient the hippocampal map should
yield four possible map orientations across trials, differing by 90° increments.
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Place cell rate maps from this square chamber are shown in Figure 2.3b (see
also Figure 2.2a). For each cell, we again quantified the percent of pairwise trial
comparisons for which each rotation (0°, 90°, 180°, or 270°) provided the best match
between rate maps (Figure 2.3c). A repeated measures ANOVA indicated that the
distribution of best match rotations did not differ from chance (F(2.6,20.8)=2.8, p=0.069;
Greenhouse-Geisser corrected), mirroring the rotational symmetry of the chamber. The
rate maps of each cell were again more similar across trials after alignment than
expected by chance (r=0.69±0.02, p<0.001). Moreover, the majority (179 of 242; 74.0%)
of simultaneously recorded cell pairs oriented coherently across trials (p<0.01).
Importantly, the similarity of rate maps across trials and the orientation coherence across
cells indicate that the distribution of best matching rotations is not the product of random
noise. Rather, this distribution reflects four equally likely orientations of a reliable
hippocampal map (see also 2.2d). These results in a square chamber provide further
support for the idea that spatial geometry orients the recovered hippocampal map
following disorientation.

We then repeated the same procedure in an isosceles triangular chamber
(Figure 2.3d). If the recovered orientation of the hippocampal map is determined by
spatial geometry following disorientation, then a single stable orientation should be
observed across trials in this chamber, which lacks rotational symmetry. We recorded 37
place cells from dorsal CA1 as 8 disoriented mice repeatedly foraged during 12
consecutive trials. Place cell rate maps from this chamber are shown in Figure 2.3e (see
also Figure 2.2a). For each cell, we quantified the percent of pairwise trial comparisons
for which each rotation (0°, 120°, or 240°) provided the best match between rate maps,
first compressing each rate map to an equilateral triangle to make the rotated
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comparisons possible (Figure 2.3f). An initial repeated measures ANOVA indicated that
not all rotations yielded the best match equally often (F(1.0,8.3)=30.6, p<0.001;
Greenhouse-Geisser corrected). Rather, a rotation by 0° yielded the best match more
often than rotations by 120° or 240° (paired t-tests: t(7)=8.1, p<0.001, and t(7)=7.7,
p<0.001, respectively), consistent with a single stable orientation of a reliable map (see
also 2.2d). Indeed, the rate maps of each cell were more similar across trials than
expected by chance even without any additional alignment (r=0.50±0.04, p<0.001).
Thus, as in the rectangular and square, the orientation of the recovered hippocampal
map in the triangle is aligned to the chamber geometry.

Taken together, these results indicate that spatial geometry alone consistently
orients the hippocampal map following disorientation. To further test this claim, we
calculated the Bayes Factor (Gallistel, 2009; Dienes, 2011) comparing the null
hypothesis that best match rotations were randomly distributed to the alternative
hypothesis that best match rotations were more often consistent with chamber geometry
(see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). In the rectangular and triangular
chambers, where geometry predicts nonuniform distributions of best match rotations, we
found Bayes Factors of 8.97x1020 and 1.41x1051 respectively, both of which provide very
strong evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis. To verify that nongeometric cues
failed to orient the hippocampal map, we compared the null hypothesis that all
geometrically consistent rotations were observed with equal frequency to the alternative
hypothesis that these rotations were disambiguated by the nongeometric cue. In both
the rectangular and square chambers, where multiple orientations are geometrically
equivalent, we found Bayes Factors of 1.72 and 0.1 respectively, which together provide
evidence in favor of the null hypothesis that nongeometric cues failed to disambiguate
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geometrically equivalent orientations. Thus, these results provide additional evidence
that spatial geometry alone consistently orients the hippocampal map following
disorientation.

The recovered orientation of the hippocampal map predicts reorientation behavior
on a trial-by-trial basis

We next investigated whether there was a relationship between the recovered
orientation of the hippocampal map and reorientation behavior. To this end, we recorded
42 place cells from dorsal CA1 as 7 disoriented mice completed the classic spatial
reorientation paradigm, which involves searching for a hidden reward after
disorientation. This task thus yielded two potentially related measures of orientation: the
orientation of the recovered hippocampal map and the cognitive orientation inferred from
search behavior.

The task was conducted in the same rectangular chamber used in the first
experiment, except that medicine cups were embedded in the floor near each corner
(Figure 2.4a). These cups were filled with odor-masked bedding at the beginning of each
trial, and the cup to the right of the visual cue was consistently rewarded with buried
chocolate cereal crumbs. On each trial (12 per day, except for one mouse, who received
8 trials per day) the mouse was disoriented as previously described and then released in
the chamber. The cup in which the mouse first dug for the buried reward was taken as
the measure of search behavior. Each trial continued for at least 3 minutes until the
mouse found the reward and the chamber was adequately sampled. To ensure that
search behavior reflected memory for the reward location and not simply random
searching, this task was repeated each day until a performance criterion was met. Data
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were analyzed only for the first day on which at least 66% of first searches were at the
correct or geometric error locations (range 1 to 3 days).

We first confirmed that the pattern of search behavior we observed with this task
replicated the typical pattern of reorientation behavior previously characterized with this
paradigm (Julian et al., 2015). Figure 2.4a shows the distribution of first search locations
for days meeting the performance criterion. As guaranteed by our performance criterion,
the majority of first searches were made at either the correct or geometric error
locations. Importantly, there was no significant difference in search preference between
these two locations (paired t-test: t(6)=2.0, p=0.09), demonstrating that search behavior
was primarily guided by spatial geometry.

Next, we confirmed that spatial geometry also determined the orientation of the
recovered hippocampal map during this task, as was the case during free foraging.
Figure 2.4b shows place cell rate maps during this task. For each cell, we again
quantified the percent of pairwise trial comparisons for which each rotation (0°, 90°,
180°, or 270°) provided the best match between rate maps (Figure 2.4c). A repeated
measures ANOVA indicated that not all rotations yielded the best match equally often
(F(1.4,8.2)=22.5, p=0.002; Greenhouse-Geisser corrected). Rather, rotations by 0° or
180° yielded the best match more often than rotations by 90° or 270° (paired t-test:
t(6)=4.6, p=0.004; Bayes Factor of 7.14x1011, very strong evidence for geometrically
consistent rotations). Furthermore, 0° and 180° yielded the best match equally often
(paired t-test: t(6)=1.5, p=0.18; Bayes Factor of 0.015, evidence for the null hypothesis
that geometrically consistent rotations were observed with equal frequency), suggesting
that spatial geometry alone determined the recovered orientations of each cell (see also
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Figure 2.5a and Figure 2.5b). When aligned by their best match rotations, the rate maps
of each cell were more similar across trials than would be expected by chance
(r=0.70±0.02, p<0.001), and remained highly correlated across trials aligned by both
geometrically consistent (r=0.72±0.03) and inconsistent (r=0.62±0.05) rotations, though
the difference between these correlations was again significant (paired t-test: t(6)=3.1,
p=0.021). Lastly, the majority (80 of 149; 53.7%) of simultaneously recorded cell pairs
were again oriented coherently across trials (p<0.01). These results replicate the pattern
we observed in the rectangular chamber during free foraging: the recovered orientation
of the hippocampal map is primarily informed by spatial geometry.

Since both the hippocampal map orientation and search behavior were guided by
spatial geometry, we next directly addressed the potential relationship between the two.
We hypothesized that the orientation of the recovered hippocampal map would predict
reorientation behavior on a trial-by-trial basis. Because our performance criterion limited
the number of nongeometric errors, we focused the main analyses only on geometrically
consistent search trials (see Figure 2.5c for supplemental analysis of the nongeometric
error trials). We first attempted to predict correct and geometric error searches on the
basis of the recovered hippocampal map. To do so, we created two average rate maps
for each cell, one of correct searches and one of geometric error searches, by combining
all trials during which each behavior was made, excluding the to-be-predicted trial
(Figure 2.4d). We then computed the population vector correlation between the to-bepredicted trial rate maps and the average rate maps derived from correct and geometric
error searches, and predicted the behavior corresponding to the higher correlation.
Using this method, prediction accuracy for each animal exceeded 50%, with the average
prediction accuracy across animals significantly above chance (80.3%±4.0%; t-test
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against 50%: t(6)=7.6, p<0.001; Figure 2.4e). Moreover, both correct and geometric
error trials were reliably predicted (t-test against 50%: t(6)=6.7, p<0.001, and t(6)=4.13,
p=0.006, respectively), with no significant difference between the prediction accuracy for
these two searches (paired t-test: t(6)=1.0, p=0.35).

We next asked whether the recovered hippocampal map consistently predicted
search behavior before the actual search behavior was performed. To do so, we again
predicted search behavior on each trial using the average map method, but only
included data from incrementally longer time intervals starting from the beginning of the
to-be-predicted trial (Figure 2.4f). This analysis revealed that search behavior could be
reliably predicted on the basis of as little as the first 17 s of trial data, earlier than 81.4%
of first searches (median time of first search: 32.5 s). Interestingly, during the first 17 s
the animals tended to explore the perimeter of the chamber (Figure 2.5d), suggesting
that the animals often had both visual and tactile experience with the chamber geometry
prior to making a decision. Moreover, when only data prior to the first search were
included for each trial, prediction accuracy remained high (72.5%±8.3%; t(6)=2.7,
p=0.035). Together, these results demonstrate that reliable and predictive hippocampal
maps emerge as early as within the first 17 seconds of the trial, often long before the
animal first digs for the reward, suggesting that reorientation is a rapid process.

Finally, we confirmed that the hippocampal maps underlying correct and
geometric search behavior were in fact 180° rotations of one another. For each cell, we
again created average maps for both behaviors, now including all trials (Figure 2.4g; see
also Figure 2.5e). Next, we computed the pixel-to-pixel cross-correlation between the
average correct map and the 180°-rotated average geometric error map for each cell.
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We then compared the distribution of these correlation values against a control
distribution created by randomly shuffling the average geometric error maps across cells
100 times. Average correct maps were significantly more correlated with the 180°rotated average geometric error maps than expected by chance (1-sample KolmogorovSmirnov test: D=0.67, p<0.001; Figure 2.4h). By contrast, average correct maps were
not significantly correlated with the unrotated average geometric error maps (2-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: D=0.15, p=0.24; Figure 2.4h). Together, these results indicate
that the recovered orientation of the hippocampal map, informed by spatial geometry,
reliably predicts reorientation search behavior on a trial-by-trial basis.

2.4 Discussion
There were two primary results of this study. First, we found that spatial
geometry consistently oriented the recovered hippocampal maps of disoriented mice in
three differently shaped chambers (rectangle, square, isosceles triangle). From trial to
trial, the orientation of the map varied in a manner that reflected the rotational symmetry
of each chamber, despite the presence of nongeometric cues that could potentially
disambiguate geometrically equivalent orientations. Second, in a classic reorientation
task, we found that the recovered orientation of the hippocampal map predicted goaldirected search behavior on a trial-by-trial basis. These results demonstrate for the first
time that spatial geometry is used to realign the hippocampal map after disorientation
and that the resulting alignment of the map controls navigational behavior.

These findings have important implications for the ongoing debate over the
computations underlying spatial reorientation (Gallistel, 1990; Wang and Spelke, 2002;
Cheng and Newcombe, 2005; Spelke and Kinzler, 2007; Learmonth et al., 2008; Stürzl
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et al., 2008; Sheynikhovich et al., 2009; Lee and Spelke, 2010; Cheng et al., 2013).
Allocentric theories claim that reorientation is accomplished by aligning the cognitive
map to the surrounding environment to recover one’s heading (Cheng, 1986; Gallistel,
1990; Cheng et al., 2007; Miller and Shettleworth, 2007; Doeller et al., 2008; Learmonth
et al., 2008). Egocentric theories, on the other hand, hold that navigation after
disorientation reflects the use of a view-matching strategy that does not require heading
to be reestablished (Zeil et al., 2003; Stürzl and Zeil, 2007; Stürzl et al., 2008). Our data
provide clear evidence for the involvement of the hippocampal map in reorientation, thus
supporting the allocentric view. Moreover, the fact that the recovered hippocampal map
aligned exclusively to chamber geometry is consistent with the claim that environmental
shape plays a privileged role in reorientation. Interestingly, other studies have reported
circumstances in which nongeometric cues guide reorientation behavior, such as after
oriented, aversive, or extensive experience (Knierim et al., 1995; Dudchenko et al.,
1997; Golob and Taube, 2002; Clark and Taube, 2011), or when there is a configuration
of multiple distal cues (Clark et al., 2012); whether the hippocampal map is exclusively
aligned by spatial geometry under these other circumstances remains to be tested.
However, the fact that we observed a tight correspondence between the geometry of the
chamber, the recovered alignment of the hippocampal map, and the search locations of
the animals strongly suggests that the reliance on geometry observed in many previous
behavioral studies of reorientation is a consequence of the geometric reorientation of the
hippocampal map.

At a circuit level, the mechanism by which spatial geometry orients the
hippocampal map is currently unknown. This mechanism may involve HD cells, which
are active when the navigator faces a particular direction. HD cells are located in a
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number of regions that interact, directly or indirectly, with the hippocampus, including the
medial entorhinal cortex (Sargolini et al., 2006), retrosplenial cortex (Chen et al., 1994),
postsubiculum (Taube et al., 1990a), and anterodorsal thalamic nuclei (Taube, 1995).
The preferred directions of HD cells are typically found to be strongly coupled to the
alignment of the hippocampal map (Knierim et al., 1995), and spatial geometry is
thought to play an important role in determining these preferred directions under
disoriented conditions (Knight et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2012). Thus, the hippocampal
map may be oriented by HD input in a bottom-up manner (Golob and Taube, 1997,
1999). Consistent with this view, lesions to the postsubiculum severely impair the
recovery of an oriented hippocampal map (Calton et al., 2003). On the other hand,
lesions to the anterodorsal thalamic nuclei yield comparatively weaker deficits (Calton et
al., 2003), and disjunctions between HD firing in this latter region and reorientation
behavior have been reported (Golob et al., 2001). Thus, an alternative possibility is that
the reorientation signal we observe may instead originate within the hippocampus itself,
which in turn updates HD representations in other regions (Golob and Taube, 1999).

Because the hippocampal map is often specific to each environment (Alme et al.,
2014), recovery of this map after disorientation must involve more than simply
reestablishing heading: the proper map reflecting the current environment must also be
recovered. We recently demonstrated that the processes of identifying the environment
and recovering heading after disorientation are behaviorally dissociable, with differential
sensitivities to spatial geometry and nongeometric visual cues (Julian et al., 2015).
Specifically, in a two-chamber reorientation paradigm where disoriented mice were
required to both reestablish heading and identify the current chamber, nongeometric
visual cues were used for chamber identification but simultaneously ignored for
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determining heading. Thus, nongeometric cues might play an important role in
determining which cognitive map is recovered, even though they are subsequently
ignored when reestablishing the alignment of that hippocampal map. Critically, these
earlier results suggest that the exclusive alignment of the hippocampal map to chamber
geometry observed here does not stem from a failure to notice the nongeometric cues.
Rather, spatial geometry plays a unique role in reestablishing heading representations
that surpasses mere salience.

In sum, we have shown that a reliable hippocampal map is recovered following
disorientation, the orientation of which is determined by the shape of the navigable
space. Furthermore, we have shown that the orientation of this map predicts search
behavior on a trial-by-trial basis, linking reorientation behavior to allocentric spatial
representations. Together, these results provide a critical first step toward understanding
the physiological mechanisms that allow navigators to regain their bearings after
becoming lost.

2.5 Methods
Subjects

Naive male mice 2-6 months of age (C57Bl/6, Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor,
ME) were housed individually on a 12-hour light/dark cycle. To increase motivation to
participate in all experiments, the mice were maintained at 85%-90% of their ad libitum
weight. All experiments were carried out during the light portion of the light/dark cycle,
and in accordance with NIH guidelines and approved by the Institution of Animal Care
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and Use Committee of the University of Pennsylvania and the University of Texas at San
Antonio.

Experimental Protocol

Chambers. The rectangular chamber consisted of four white walls (short walls 20
cm x long walls 30 cm x height 35 cm), with three evenly-spaced 4 cm wide verticallyoriented black stripes spanning one short wall serving as the nongeometric visual cue.
The square chamber consisted of four white walls (all walls 20 cm x height 35 cm), with
three evenly-spaced 4 cm wide horizontally-oriented black stripes spanning one wall
serving as the nongeometric visual cue. The isosceles triangular chamber consisted of
two white walls (long walls 30 cm x height 35cm), with one solid black wall (short wall 20
cm x height 35 cm) serving as the nongeometric visual cue. Previous experiments have
demonstrated that both oriented and disoriented mice can easily discriminate with these
nongeometric visual cues (Julian et al., 2015). During all experiments, these chambers
were surrounded by a large white cylinder (diameter 70 cm x height 70 cm) and a black
curtain to eliminate distal visual cues.

Trial Protocol. Trial structure was similar for all experiments. Prior to each trial,
the mouse was placed in a PVC cylinder (diameter 9 cm x height 30 cm) with a
detachable base and lid for disorientation. The chamber was vacuumed, wiped down
with ethanol to eliminate potential odor cues, and rotated 90° clockwise relative to the
previous trial orientation to ensure that the hippocampal map did not track any external
cues. To disorient the mouse, the experimenter rotated the cylinder on a turntable four
full revolutions clockwise and then again counterclockwise (~180°/sec). The mouse was
then immediately placed in the center of the chamber, and the base of the disorientation
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cylinder was removed so that the mouse stood on the floor of the chamber still
encapsulated by the lidded disorientation cylinder. The disorientation cylinder was
removed, and the mouse could freely move about the chamber. From the end of
disorientation to release in the chamber took ~15 s. Once the trial criteria were met, the
mouse was removed, placed back in the disorientation cylinder, and allowed to rest for
~2 min before the beginning of the next trial. A white noise generator was placed above
the chamber throughout all experiments to mask any potential distal sound cues. Trial
protocol was the same for the oriented control mouse, except that the mouse was never
disoriented, held in their home cage between trials, and the chamber was not rotated
between trials.

Foraging experiments. During foraging experiments, neural activity was recorded
from right dorsal CA1 as disoriented mice (and one oriented control mouse) foraged for
small amounts of a food reward (crushed up Kellogg’s Cocoa Krispies) scattered
throughout the entire chamber prior to the start of each trial. Mice completed one
experimental session a day for up to three days, each of which consisted of 12
consecutive trials. Each session took place in one of the three chambers. During each
trial, mice foraged for at least three minutes until the chamber was adequately sampled.

Spatial reorientation task experiment. Two days prior to the beginning of the
recording, mice were shaped to dig for a food reward buried in a medicine cup placed in
their home cage. Once hippocampal cells were identified and the quality of the clusters
was checked (see below Electrophysiology), neural activity was recorded from the right
dorsal CA1 area as disoriented mice completed a traditional spatial reorientation task.
The task consisted of 12 trials per day (one mouse, EM1, received 8 trials per day) in the
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rectangular chamber containing four medicine cups embedded in the floor near each
corner. All medicine cups were filled to the brim with scented bedding (cumin or ginger
mixed with regular bedding). For any given animal, the same scent was used for all
trials. The right cup nearest the nongeometric visual cue was consistently rewarded on
each trial with the buried food reward. On each trial the mouse was disoriented and then
released in the chamber to search for the buried reward. The cup in which the mouse
first dug was recorded as the measure of search behavior. The mouse remained in the
chamber for at least three minutes until the chamber was adequately sampled and the
reward was retrieved. To shape learning, the reward was exposed on the first two trials
of the first day. These trials were excluded from subsequent analysis. To ensure that
search behavior reflected memory for the reward location and not simply random
searching, this task was repeated each day until a performance criterion was met.
Specifically, for each mouse, data were analyzed only for the first day during which at
least 66% of searches were at the correct or geometric error locations (range 1 to 3
days; Criteria was met on Day 1 for most mice, except AK74 (Day 2) and EM1 (Day 3)).
This criteria was established prior to recording on the basis of pilot results from [S1], and
all mice exceeded this criteria and achieved an accuracy of at least 75% on the analyzed
day.

Order of experimental conditions. To maximize the amount of
electrophysiological data collected, the majority of mice participated in multiple
experimental conditions. The table below lists the order in which each mouse completed
each experiment. There were no systematic increases or decreases in the stability of the
hippocampal map within any animal across chambers or experiments. However,
behavioral prediction accuracy in the spatial reorientation task may be related to prior
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experience with disorientation or environments, as prediction accuracy was highest
among animals that did not experience any other experimental conditions. Nevertheless,
we refrain from drawing strong conclusions about this relationship because of the limited
number of animals run in each order.

Surgery

Mice were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10
mg/kg) administered intraperitoneally (0.1 ml/kg) and placed flat on a stereotaxic frame
(David Kopf Instruments). They were then implanted with drivable 6-tetrode microdrives
above the right dorsal hippocampus (from Bregma (in mm): AP, -1.7; ML, -1.6; DV, -1.0).
A ground wire was connected to a screw placed on the contralateral side of the skull
above the occipital lobe. The headstages were affixed to the skulls with cyanoacrylate
and dental cement.

Electrophysiology

Beginning one week after surgery, neural activity from each tetrode was
screened daily. The search for cells was conducted in a circular chamber (diameter
35cm x height 35cm). The headstage was connected to a tethered unity gain amplifier
with green and red LEDs for tracking the position of the mouse. Units were amplified
using a 32-channel amplifier (Neuralynx), and electrical signals were amplified between
2,500 and 10,000 times and filtered between 400-9,000 Hz. The amplifier output was
digitized at 30.3 kHz. The position of the mouse and electrophysiological data were
recorded by Cheetah Data Acquisition software (Neuralynx). The tetrode bundle was
slowly advanced by 15-20 μm steps per day into recording position, lowering the
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tetrodes in small steps to minimize electrode drift (Kentros et al., 2004; Muzzio et al.,
2009). Pyramidal cells were identified by their characteristic firing patterns (Ranck,
1973). After completion of an experimental session, units were cluster cut and analyzed
using MClust software (developed by A. David Redish, University of Minnesota). Cells
were only accepted for analysis if they formed isolated Gaussian clusters with minimal
overlap with surrounding cells and noise. Cells were cut simultaneously from all
concatenated trials recorded on the same day, without knowledge of the trials from
which they originated to eliminate any potential bias in spike sorting. No attempt was
made to track the same cells across days. All further analyses were carried out offline in
MATLAB using custom-written scripts.

Analyses

Inclusion criteria. Only data from periods of movement in which the velocity of the
mouse exceed 2cm/s were included in the analysis. Only cells firing at least 15 spikes
during periods of movement during a trial were included in the analysis of that trial.

Rate maps. Rate maps for each cell were created by first binning the chamber
into 1 cm x 1 cm pixels, and counting the number of spikes and the amount of time the
mouse spent in each pixels. Both the spike map and the time map were then smoothed
with an isometric Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 3 cm. The final place
field map was then the result of the smoothed spike map divided by the smoothed time
map. Only pixels sampled for at least 0.05sec after smoothing were considered
sampled.
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Best match rotations. In all experiments, a best match rotation analysis was used
to quantify the orientation, reliability, and coherence of the hippocampal map. First, for
the analysis of the rectangular and isosceles triangular chambers, rate maps were
compressed to squares and equilateral triangles, respectively, by using anisotropic
pixels when generating the rate maps (short dimension 1 cm x long dimension 1.5 cm
pixels for the rectangle; short dimension 1 cm x long dimension 1.42 cm for the triangle).
Next, for each pair of trials (66 comparisons for 12 trials), the rotation of the Trial A rate
map (square/rectangle: 0º, 90º, 180º, or 270º; triangle: 0º, 120º, 240º) that maximized
the similarity to the Trial B rate map for each cell was computed. Similarity was
calculated as the pixel-to-pixel cross-correlation between the two rate maps. To measure
the likelihood of observing each orientation, the percent of pairwise trial comparisons for
which each rotation yielded the best match was calculated for each cell. These
proportions were then averaged within each animal as the orientations of
simultaneously-recorded cells are likely not independent.

Rate map similarity. To measure the similarity of rate maps across trials for each
cell, the best match rotation correlation value was computed for each pair of trial
comparisons, and then averaged across all pairwise trial comparisons. This yielded a
single correlation value for each cell indicating the similarity of that cell’s rate maps
across trials after aligning all trials. To test significance, the average correlation value
across all cells was computed and compared to a shuffled control. This shuffled control
was generated by randomly shuffling the rate maps across cells and trials prior to
quantifying the rate map similarity using the same method (1000 iterations). The average
correlation value across cells was then compared to the average correlation values from
1000 iterations of this shuffled control.
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Orientation coherence. To measure the orientation coherence of simultaneouslyrecorded cell pairs, the patterns of best match rotations across all pairwise trial
comparisons for both cells was compared. The similarity between these best match
rotation patterns was quantified as the proportion of pairwise trial comparisons for which
the same rotation yielded the best match. Trial comparisons for which at least one cell in
the pair was inactive were excluded. To assess the significance of this orientation
coherence, pattern similarity was compared to a shuffled control created by shuffling the
best match rotation pattern for each cell independently. A cell pair was considered
significantly coherent if its similarity exceeded the 99th percentile of 1000 iterations of
this shuffled control. Note that this measure is sensitive to the distribution of best match
rotations. Since two orientations tend to occur more often in the rectangular chamber,
chance correspondences between the shuffled best match rotations are relatively
common. Thus it is more difficult to distinguish true coherence from chance in the
rectangular chamber than in the square chamber, where the even distribution of best
match rotations yields fewer accidental co-occurrences following shuffling. This measure
is also sensitive to the location of place fields. Specifically, the orientations of cells with
fields near the center of the chamber are less clearly determined, and thus the best
match rotations of these cells are inherently more variable. Because of these
sensitivities, this measure sets a lower bound on orientation coherence.

Average behavior rate maps. Average rate maps corresponding to two behaviors
(correct and geometric error searches) were created for each cell by concatenating the
position and spiking activity vectors across all included trials. These data were then
treated as a single trial and used to construct rate maps as described above.
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Predicting Behavior. Behavior was predicted on the basis of population activity
using a leave-one-out procedure. First, average behavior rate maps were created from
correct and geometric error trials as described above, excluding the to-be-predicted trial.
Then, the withheld trial rate maps were compared to the average correct and average
geometric error rate maps by correlating the population vectors. The predicted behavior
for the withheld trial was then the behavior corresponding to the average map with the
higher population vector correlation. To assess whether the hippocampal map predicted
search behavior prior to that behavior, we used two methods. First, we predicted search
behavior on each trial using the same average map method, but only including data from
incrementally longer time intervals (0 s to 60 s, in 0.5s steps) starting from the beginning
of the to-be-predicted trial. Second, we predicted search behavior on each trial using the
same average map method, but only including data prior to the first search during that
to-be-predicted trial.

Bayes Factor. Bayes Factors were computed to verify that the hippocampal map
was oriented by geometry and not nongeometric features (Jeffreys, 1998; Gallistel,
2009). When testing for an influence of geometry on best match rotations in the
rectangular chamber, we compared the alternative hypothesis that the map was oriented
by geometry (i.e., p(0º) + p(180º) > 0.50) to the null hypothesis that the map was not
oriented by geometry (i.e., p(0º) + p(180º) = 0.50). When testing for an influence of the
nongeometric features on best match rotations in the rectangular chamber, we
compared the alternative hypothesis that the map orientation was anchored by the
feature (i.e., p(0º) > p(180º)) to the null hypothesis that the map orientation was
insensitive to the feature (i.e., p(0º) = p(180º)). When testing for an influence of the
nongeometric feature on best match rotations in the square chamber, we compared the
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alternative hypothesis that the map orientation was anchored by the feature (i.e., p(0º) >
0.25) to the null hypothesis that the map orientation was insensitive to the feature (i.e.,
p(0º) = 0.25). When testing for stability of best match rotations in the triangular chamber,
we compared the alternative hypothesis that the map was oriented by geometry (i.e.,
p(0º) > 0.33) to the null hypothesis that the map orientation was insensitive geometry
(i.e., p(0º) = 0.33). To compute summary Bayes Factors for each test, the corresponding
Bayes Factor was computed for each cell separately, averaged within animal, and then
combined across animals to yield the final cumulative Bayes Factor.

Behavior Coding

Behavior during the spatial reorientation task was coded by two experimenters
prior to the analysis of any electrophysiological data. The search behavior for each trial
was defined as the first location in which the mouse dug for the reward. A dig was
defined as an instance in which the mouse used one or both front paws to remove
bedding from the medicine cup. Only when bedding was visible outside of the cup was a
dig categorized as such. While digging behavior was typically very apparent, there was
disagreement between raters on a subset (7/70, 10%) of trials. A tiebreaking rater was
used to resolve the disagreement in these cases.

Histology

Electrode placement was verified after the completion of the experiments by
passing a current (0.1mA for 5sec) through the tetrodes that yielded unit data (52500
Lesion Making Device, Ugo Basile). Then, mice were perfused with 10% formalin
solution (Fisher Scientific). The brains were removed and fixed at 4ºC for at least 24hrs
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in 10% formalin containing 3% potassium ferrocyanide (J.T. Baker) for Prussian blue
staining. Next, the brains were transferred to a 30% sucrose solution and kept for at
least 24hrs at 4ºC for cryoprotection. The tissue was cryosectioned (30µm thick, coronal)
and Nissl stained using standard histological procedures (Powers and Clark, 1955).
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Figure 2.1. Spatial geometry orients a reliable hippocampal map following
disorientation in a rectangular chamber. a) Schematic of the rectangular chamber
and the polarizing visual cue. Note that two rotations of this chamber, 0° and 180°, result
in geometrically equivalent shapes. b) Example rate maps from the first 8 trials for three
place cells, two of which were simultaneously recorded (blue shading). Black line
indicates the location of the visual cue. c) Quantification of best match rotations. To
quantify the orientation of rate maps across trials for each place cell, the rotation that
yielded the best match (highest correlation) between the two rate maps for each pair of
trials was determined. d) Distribution of best match rotations across animals, computed
as the percent of pairwise trial comparisons for which each rotation yielded the best
match. The 0° and 180° rotations most often and equally often yielded the best match,
mirroring the rotational symmetry of the rectangular chamber. All error bars denote ±1
standard error of the mean (SEM) across animals. **p<0.01
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Figure 2.2. Supplementary results for the foraging experiments. Additional
examples of place cell rate maps from a) 3 disoriented mice and b) one oriented control
mouse for all 12 trials of foraging in: i) the rectangular, ii) the square, and iii) the
isosceles triangular chambers. The black line on the edge of the chamber indicates the
location of the nongeometric visual cue. c) Schematic of the center-to-peak angle
analysis. First, for each cell and trial the angle from the center of the environment to the
pixel with maximum firing was measured. Then for each pair of trials within each cell, the
difference between the center-to-peak angles was computed. Finally, a histogram
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representing the distribution of these center-to-peak angles across all cells and pairwise
trial comparisons was created. Note that this analysis does not rely on compression of
rate maps. d) Polar histograms resulting from the center-to-peak angle analysis of
disoriented mice in: i) the rectangular, ii) the square, and iii) the isosceles triangular
chambers during foraging. Radius indicated in the lower right of each histogram. Note
that the maxima of these distributions mirror the rotational symmetry of each chamber.
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Figure 2.3. Spatial geometry orients a reliable hippocampal map following
disorientation in a square and isosceles triangular chamber. a) Schematic of the
square chamber and the polarizing visual cue. Note that four rotations of the square
chamber, 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°, result in geometrically equivalent shapes. b) Example
rate maps from the first 8 trials in the square chamber for three place cells, two of which
were simultaneously recorded (blue shading). Black line indicates the location of the
visual cue. c) Distribution of best match rotations across animals in the square chamber.
This distribution did not differ from chance, mirroring the rotational symmetry of the
square chamber. d) Schematic of the isosceles triangular chamber and the polarizing
visual cue. Note that this chamber lacks rotational symmetry. e) Example rate maps from
the first 8 trials in the triangular chamber for three place cells, two of which were
simultaneously recorded (blue shading). Black line indicates the location of the visual
cue. f) Distribution of best match rotations across animals in the triangular chamber.
Only a rotation of 0° yielded the best match more often than chance, mirroring the lack of
rotational symmetry of this chamber. All error bars denote ±1 SEM across animals.
***p<0.001
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Figure 2.4. The orientation of the recovered hippocampal map predicts search
behavior during a spatial reorientation task on a trial-by-trial basis. a) Schematic of
the chamber with the rewarded (R) and geometric error (G) locations noted, and the
corresponding distribution of first searches (mean ± (SEM)). b) Examples of place cell
rate maps and search behavior from the first 8 trials during the spatial reorientation
paradigm. c) Distribution of best match rotations across animals during the spatial
reorientation paradigm. Rotations of 0° and 180° most often and equally often yielded
the best match, mirroring the rotational symmetry of the chamber. d) Schematic of the
behavior prediction analysis. To predict behavior on each trial, two average maps were
created by combining either all other correct or all other geometric error search trials for
each cell. Then, the population vector correlation between the to-be-predicted trial rate
maps and each of the average behavior rate maps were calculated, and the behavior
corresponding to the higher correlation was predicted. e) Individual and average
prediction accuracy. f) Prediction accuracy using only data from cumulatively longer time
intervals starting from the beginning of the to-be-predicted trial (top), and the cumulative
distribution of the time of first search (bottom). g) Example average behavior rate maps,
including all trials with the corresponding behavior. h) Cumulative distributions of
correlations between the average correct map and the average geometric error map,
either rotated 180º or unrotated, compared to a shuffled control. All error bars denote ±1
SEM across animals. **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Figure 2.5. Supplementary results for the spatial reorientation task experiment. a)
Schematic of the center-to-peak angle analysis as in Figure S1c. First, for each cell and
trial the angle from the center of the environment to the pixel with maximum firing was
measured. Then for each pair of trials within each cell, the difference between the
center-to-peak angles was computed. Finally, a histogram representing the distribution
of these center-to-peak angles across all cells and pairwise trial comparisons was
created. Note that this analysis does not rely on compression of rate maps. b) Polar
histograms resulting from the center-to-peak angle analysis in the rectangular chamber
during the spatial reorientation task. Radius indicated in the lower right of the histogram.
Note that the maxima of this distribution mirror the rotational symmetry of the chamber.
c) Although nongeometric searches (searches at locations other than the correct and
geometric error locations) were rare, all but one mouse made at least one nongeometric
error (4 mice made 1 nongeometric error, 2 mice made 2 nongeometric errors). We
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assessed the potential hippocampal contribution to nongeometric error trials by
comparing the hippocampal maps between nongeometric error and geometrically
consistent search trials in three different ways: i) To assess whether place cells exhibited
similar maps on geometrically consistent (Con) and nongeometric error (Non) trials, we
first computed the similarity between geometrically consistent and nongeometric error
rate maps. The average best match correlation values for comparisons between
geometrically consistent and nongeometric error trial rate maps was high (Non vs. Con;
r=0.728±0.024), exceeding the shuffled control (p<0.001; see Supplementary Methods
below). Moreover, the similarity between geometrically consistent and nongeometric
error trial rate maps was not different from the similarity between two geometrically
consistent trial rate maps (Con vs. Con; r=0.70±0.018; paired t-test: t(29)=0.68, p=0.50).
These results indicate that the preferred firing locations of place cells did not globally
remap to new locations during nongeometric error trials. ii) Given that the preferred firing
locations of cells did not remap, we next asked whether rate differences might underlie
nongeometric error trials. Mean firing rates during nongeometric error and geometrically
consistent trials were highly correlated (r=0.95, p<0.001). This correlation exceeded its
shuffled control generated by shuffling the nongeometric error trial mean firing rates
across cells 1000 times (p<0.001). These results suggest that no reliable rate remapping
was observed during nongeometric error trials. iii) Because similar rate maps and firing
rates were observed during nongeometric error and geometrically consistent search
trials, we lastly asked whether 90° or 270° map rotations might underlie these
nongeometric errors. To do so, we computed the percent of pairwise trial comparisons
for which each rotation (0°, 90°, 180°, or 270°) yielded the best match, restricted to
comparisons of nongeometric error trial rate maps to geometrically consistent trial rate
maps. An initial repeated measures ANOVA indicated that not all rotations yielded the
best match equally often (F(1.6,8.1)=6.2, p=0.027; Greenhouse-Geisser corrected).
Rather, rotations by 0° or 180° yielded the best match more often than rotations by 90°
or 270° (paired t-test: t(5)=2.9, p=0.033), and best match rotations of 0° and 180°
rotations occurred with similar frequency (paired t-test: t(5)=0.3, p=0.77). These results
indicate that nongeometric error searches were not linked to 90° or 270° rotations of the
hippocampal map. Rather, the spatial geometry alone continued to orient hippocampal
representations on nongeometric error trials. Therefore, the orientation of the
hippocampal map did not dictate the behavior of the animal during error trials. Error bars
denote mean ± 1 SEM. *p<0.05 The similarity of the rate maps, firing rates, and
distribution of preferred orientations between geometrically consistent and nongeometric
error searches suggests that nongeometric errors may be the product of extrahippocampal circuits. Nevertheless, because nongeometric errors were very rare, we
refrain from drawing strong conclusions about the mechanism underlying these errors. d)
Search paths during the first 17 s of each trial, at which point the hippocampal map is
predictive of search behavior. Note that on most trials the animals spend the first
seconds exploring the perimeter of the chamber. e) Example average correct and
average geometric error maps from all mice not shown in Figure 3. All analyzed trials
during the spatial reorientation task are included in the average maps. Blue shading
indicates simultaneously recorded cells. The black line on the edge of the chamber
indicates the location of the nongeometric visual cue.
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CHAPTER 3: ENVIRONMENTAL DEFORMATIONS
DYNAMICALLY SHIFT THE GRID CELL SPATIAL METRIC
Keinath, AT, Epstein, RA, Balasubramanian, V (2017). Environmental deformations dynamically
shift the grid cell spatial metric. bioRxiv 174367; doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/174367

3.1 Summary
Environmental deformations induce stereotyped distortions in the time-averaged activity
of grid and place cells. The sources of these distortions are debated. Here we
characterize and experimentally test the potential contribution of border cell-grid cell
interactions to these distortions. To do so, we first implemented a computational model
including these interactions. This model reproduced several experimentally observed
effects, including scale-dependent and local distortions in time-averaged grid fields as
well as stretched, duplicated, and fractured place fields during deformations. This model
further generated a striking prediction: dynamic history-dependent ‘shifts’ in grid phase.
To address this prediction, we reanalyzed two classic datasets on grid rescaling and
found clear evidence of this signature phenomenon. These results indicate that
environmental deformations dynamically shift the grid cell spatial metric, likely through
border cell-grid cell interactions, and further elucidate the ways in which spatial
representations adapt to a changing world.
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3.2 Introduction
The cognitive map is thought to be a metric representation of space that
preserves distances between represented locations (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971;
O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). Entorhinal grid cells are hypothesized to generate this metric
by maintaining an internally-generated, path-integrated representation of space (Hafting
et al., 2005; Fuhs, 2006; McNaughton et al., 2006; Moser and Moser, 2008; Buzsáki and
Moser, 2013; Moser et al., 2014). Results of environmental deformation experiments
have led to the belief that this metric is fundamentally malleable (Barry et al., 2007;
Stensola et al., 2012; Krupic et al., 2016a). In these experiments, neural activity is
recorded as a rat explores deformed versions of a familiar environment where chamber
walls have been stretched, compressed, removed, or inserted. Such deformations
induce a number of distortions in the time-averaged activity of both grid (Barry et al.,
2007; Stensola et al., 2012) and hippocampal place cells (Muller and Kubie, 1987;
Gothard et al., 1996; O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996; Lever et al., 2002a; Barry et al.,
2006). Often described as ‘rescaling’, these distortions have been taken to suggest that
the spatial metric of the cognitive map can be reshaped by altering environmental
geometry (Barry et al., 2007; Sheynikhovich et al., 2009; Raudies et al., 2016). Crucially,
however, this interpretation assumes that the distortions observed in the time-averaged
rate maps of these cells directly reflect changes to the underlying spatial code that are
independent of the movement history of the navigator. Here, we investigate the potential
contribution of border cell-grid cell interactions to these distortions, the results of which
challenge this assumption and instead indicate the grid cell spatial metric undergoes
dynamic history-dependent phase shifts during environmental deformations.
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Border cells, co-localized with grid cells in the entorhinal cortex, are active only
when a boundary is nearby and at a particular allocentric direction (Savelli et al., 2008;
Solstad et al., 2008). Stretching or compressing a boundary yields a concomitant
rescaling of border activity neighboring that boundary, and insertion of a new boundary
elicits additional border activity at analogous locations neighboring the new and old
boundaries. In familiar undeformed environments, input from border cells is thought to a
correct drift in the grid pattern (Hardcastle et al., 2015; Pollock et al., 2017). Together,
these results suggest that input from border cells may influence the activity of grid cells,
and in turn place cells, during environmental deformations (Solstad et al., 2008; Bush et
al., 2014; Cheung, 2014; Hardcastle et al., 2015; Giocomo, 2016; Krupic et al., 2016a).
However, the ways in which border cell-grid cell interactions might shape grid and place
cell activity during deformations have not been fully characterized and specific
experimental evidence of such a contribution is lacking.

To address this gap in the literature, we first constructed a model (the boundarytethered model) where the activity of a grid cell attractor network (Burak and Fiete, 2009)
is shaped by Hebbian-modified input from border cells (Solstad et al., 2008). The model
also included a population of units corresponding to hippocampal place cells, whose
responses were learned from grid unit output (Solstad et al., 2006; Pilly and Grossberg,
2013). Our simulations showed that during environmental deformations, model grid and
place units reproduce a number of experimentally-observed behaviors: (1) when a
familiar environment is rescaled, the firing patterns of large-scale grid units rescale to
match the deformation, while the firing patterns of small-scale grid units do not (Barry et
al., 2007; Stensola et al., 2012); (2) when a familiar environment is partially deformed,
the neighboring grid structure is locally distorted; (3) when a familiar environment is
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stretched, the fields of place units exhibit a mix of stretching, bifurcation, modulation by
movement direction, and inhibition (O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996); (4) when a familiar
linear track is compressed, the place code is updated when a track end is encountered
(Gothard et al., 1996, 2001); (5) when a new boundary is inserted in an open
environment, place fields exhibit a mix of duplication, inhibition, and perseverance
(Muller and Kubie, 1987; Lever et al., 2002a; Barry et al., 2006). This model further
generated a striking prediction: a signature shift in grid phase, dependent on the most
recently contacted boundary. To test this prediction, we reanalyzed the datasets from
two previous environmental deformation experiments (Barry et al., 2007; Stensola et al.,
2012), and found specific evidence of boundary-tethered phase shifts in recorded grid
cell activity. Together, these results indicate that geometric deformations of a familiar
environment induce dynamic history-dependent shifts in grid phase, and implicate border
cell-grid cell interactions as a key contributor to deformation-induced grid and place cell
distortions.

3.3 Results
A model of border, grid, and place cell interactions

We implemented a spiking model of the interactions between border, grid, and
place cells as follows. (Throughout this paper, we use ‘unit’ to refer to modeled data, and
‘cell’ to refer to in vivo recorded data.) The border population consisted of 32 units
whose activity was designed to mimic the behavior of border cells (Solstad et al., 2008).
Each border unit was active only when a boundary was nearby, within 12 cm in a
particular allocentric direction (Hardcastle et al., 2015). The preferred firing field of each
border unit covered 50% of the perimeter length, and maintained proportional coverage
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if that boundary was deformed (Savelli et al., 2008; Solstad et al., 2008; Pollock et al.,
2017) (Fig. 3.1). Border fields were uniformly distributed around the perimeter of the
environment. If a new boundary was inserted, the border unit was active at an
allocentrically analogous location adjacent to the new boundary (Savelli et al., 2008;
Solstad et al., 2008).

The grid population was subdivided into 5 modules, each consisting of a neural
sheet of size 128 x 128 units. The internal connectivity and dynamics of each module
was based on the attractor network model described in (Burak and Fiete, 2009), and
was identical across modules except for a single movement velocity gain parameter
controlling the grid scale of each module. This parameter was adjusted to yield a
geometric series of scales across modules (scale factor of 1.42), as observed
experimentally (Stensola et al., 2012) and explained theoretically (Mathis et al., 2013;
Wei et al., 2015). In addition to these connections, each grid unit also received initially
random excitatory input from all border units. These connections developed through
experience via a Hebbian learning rule in which connections between coactive grid and
border units were strengthened at the expense of connections from inactive border units
(Grossberg, 1980).

The place population consisted of 64 units receiving initially random excitatory
input from 500 random grid units. These connections also developed with experience via
Hebbian learning (Grossberg, 1980; Pilly and Grossberg, 2013). In combination with
uniform recurrent inhibition, these dynamics yield place-cell-like activity at the single unit
level.
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Model grid units deform with the environment in a scale-dependent and local
fashion.

Electrophysiological experiments have shown that rescaling a familiar
environment can induce a corresponding rescaling of grid cell firing patterns, dependent
on grid scale (Barry et al., 2007; Stensola et al., 2012). To explore the effects of
environmental rescaling on grid units, we first familiarized a naive virtual rat with a 150
cm x 150 cm square environment. During this familiarization period, the border-grid
connectivity self-organized via Hebbian learning (see Methods). The rat then explored
the familiar environment and deformed versions of this environment without new learning
(chamber lengths between 75 cm to 225 cm in increments of 25 cm; chamber sizes
chosen to match experiment (Stensola et al., 2012)). Consistent with previous reports
(Barry et al., 2007; Stensola et al., 2012), we observed that these deformations induced
rescaling of time-averaged rate maps in some grid modules (Fig. 3.2A). To quantify this
module-dependent rescaling, we computed the grid rescaling factor required to stretch
or compress the time-averaged rate maps in the familiar environment to best match the
rate maps in the deformed environment, separately for each module. We found that the
grid patterns of units in large-scale modules morphed with the environment, but pattern
of units in small-scale modules tended not to (Fig. 3.2B). Precisely this behavior is
observed experimentally (Stensola et al., 2012). These results demonstrate that input
from border cells is sufficient to induce scale-dependent grid rescaling.

Next, we explored how partial deformations affect model grid units. Recording
experiments have demonstrated that displacement of part of one wall of a familiar
environment distorts the grid pattern locally near that wall, with neighboring grid fields
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shifting in the displaced direction (Krupic et al., 2016b). We first familiarized a naive
virtual rat with a 75 cm x 150 cm rectangular environment. During this familiarization
period, the border-grid connectivity self-organized via Hebbian learning. Without new
learning, the rat then explored the familiar environment and a deformed environment in
which the west half of the south wall was turned progressively inward, eventually forming
a right trapezoid (west wall reduced in 25 cm steps). During deformations, the hexagonal
symmetry declined in the narrow halves of the deformed environments but was relatively
spared in the broader halves (Fig. 3.2C), as measured by changes in gridness (Fig.
3.2D). Qualitatively, this change in grid symmetry was often accompanied by a shift in
fields neighboring the displaced wall. Thus, border cell-grid cell interactions can give rise
to local distortions similar to those observed when part of one wall is displaced.
Together, these results demonstrate that many of the complex grid distortions observed
during environmental deformations can emerge from border cell-grid cell interactions.

Model place units distort heterogeneously during environmental deformations.

Electrophysiological experiments have shown that stretching a familiar
environment induces a heterogeneous mix of responses in the time-averaged activity of
place cells (O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996). To explore the effects of stretching
deformations on model place units, we began by familiarizing the naive virtual rat with a
61 cm x 61 cm square open environment, during which period the border-grid
connectivity and grid-place connectivity self-organized via Hebbian learning. Following
this familiarization, the virtual rat again explored the familiar environment, as well as a
number of deformed environments without new learning (various chamber lengths
between 61 cm and 122 cm, chamber widths 61 cm or 122 cm; chamber sizes chosen to
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match experiment (O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996)). During these deformations, we
observed heterogeneous changes in the time-averaged rate maps of place units (Fig.
3.3A). A number of place units exhibited place field stretching in proportion to the
rescaling deformation. Other units exhibited place field bifurcations accompanied by
progressively lower peak firing rates during more extreme deformations. Finally, some
units exhibited emergent modulation by movement direction, with place fields shifting
‘upstream’ of the movement direction. A qualitatively similar mix of place field distortions
is observed experimentally (O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996).

Electrophysiological experiments have also demonstrated that when a familiar
linear track is compressed, the place code is updated when track ends are encountered
(Gothard et al., 1996, 2001). We therefore examined the effects of compressing a
familiar linear track on model place units. We first familiarized the naive virtual rat with
running laps on a 161 cm long linear track, during which period the border-grid
connectivity and grid-place connectivity self-organized via Hebbian learning. Following
this familiarization, the virtual rat ran laps along both the familiar track and a number of
compressed tracks without new learning (track lengths between 53 cm to 161 cm;
lengths chosen to match experiment (Gothard et al., 1996)). During laps on compressed
tracks, place unit activity unfolded as if unaffected by the compression, no matter how
extreme, until the opposing track end was reached. Once encountered, the place code
previously active at this track end during familiarization reemerged (Fig. 3.3B), as
observed experimentally (Gothard et al., 1996). In recording experiments, similar
boundary-tethered updating persists in darkness indicating that such dynamics arise
even in the absence of visual cues (Gothard et al., 2001), a result consistent with the
sustained activity of border cells in darkness (Chen et al., 2016; Pérez-Escobar et al.,
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2016). However, we note that in these recording experiments the particular transition
point differs depending on the availability of visual input and may precede border cell
firing, which likely reflects the influence of additional mechanisms outside the scope of
the boundary-tethered model (Sheynikhovich et al., 2009; Raudies et al., 2016).

Finally, electrophysiological experiments have shown that when a boundary is
inserted in a familiar open environment, place fields exhibit a mix of duplication,
suppression, and perseverance (Muller and Kubie, 1987; Lever et al., 2002a; Barry et
al., 2006). We explored the effects of inserting a new boundary on model place units.
We first familiarized the naive virtual rat with a 65 cm x 65 cm square open environment,
during which period the border-grid connectivity and grid-place connectivity selforganized via Hebbian learning. Following this familiarization, the rat explored, without
new learning, the familiar environment and a deformed version of this environment
containing an additional 40 cm long boundary adjacent to one wall and evenly dividing
the space (chosen to match experiment (Barry et al., 2006)). Again, we observed
heterogeneous changes in the time-averaged rate maps of place units (Fig. 3.3C; grid
unit activity depicted in Fig. 3.4). Some units exhibited place field duplication during
boundary insertion, while other units exhibited place field inhibition. Still others
persevered largely unaffected. A qualitatively similar mix of responses is observed
experimentally during boundary insertions (Muller and Kubie, 1987; Lever et al., 2002a;
Barry et al., 2006). Together, these results demonstrate that many of the heterogeneous
place cell behaviors observed across environmental deformations can arise from border
cell-grid cell interactions.

Boundary-tethered grid shift underlies model grid and place unit distortions.
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How do model interactions give rise to these grid and place unit distortions?
During familiarization, Hebbian learning strengthens the connections from active border
units to active grid units at the expense of connections from inactive border units (Fig.
3.5A; see Methods). Once familiarized, border unit activity reinstates the grid network
state associated with the same pattern of border unit responses during familiarization.
This grid reinstatement occurs even when border inputs are activated at a new location,
such as when a new or displaced boundary is encountered. In a rescaled open
environment, grid reinstatement leads to ‘shifts’ in the spatial phase of the grid pattern,
such that the phase relative to the most recent border input matches the phase
entrained during familiarization in the undeformed environment (Fig. 3.5B,C). Averaged
over time, these shifts can resemble a rescaling of the grid pattern. Note that the
boundary-tethered model thus implies that rescaling of grid maps may be in part an
epiphenomenon that results from time-averaging over dynamical shifts in deformed
environments. This view departs from previous accounts that view grid rescaling itself
as a fundamental phenomenon and propose mechanisms to directly reproduce this
effect (Bush and Burgess, 2014; Raudies et al., 2016).

Why does apparent grid rescaling depend on grid scale and module identity in
the boundary-tethered model? Though the appearance of rescaling will depend to some
extent on the particulars such as grid phase, the size of the familiar environment, and
the path of the navigator, the primary determinants are the grid scale and the extent of
the deformation. Because the grid representation is periodic, the border input can only
reset the grid network state to within one grid period, analogous to a modulo operation.
Generally, if the deformation extent is less than the grid period, then the different
boundaries will reinstate different grid phases, yielding an apparently rescaled time55

averaged grid pattern. When the deformation extent nearly matches the grid period,
different boundaries will reinstate a similar grid phase, yielding a largely undistorted
time-averaged grid pattern. When the deformation extent exceeds the grid period,
different boundaries will again reinstate different grid phases; thus the time-averaged
grid pattern will again appear distorted. However, in the latter case, additional fields will
appear (during stretches) or previously-observed fields will disappear (during
compressions). Thus the resulting time-averaged grid pattern, although distorted, will not
resemble a complete rescaling, though smaller partial changes in scale may be
observed. Additionally, because module identity is assigned primarily according to grid
scale the appearance or absence of time-averaged rescaling in the model will appear to
be module-specific as well.

Importantly, the likelihood of having most recently encountered a given boundary
also differs throughout an open environment: locations near the center of the chamber
are more likely to have had an even distribution of previously encountered boundaries,
while locations near a boundary are more likely to be visited following an encounter with
that boundary (Fig. 3.5D). Because of these biases, time-averaged grid fields near a
boundary, which are predominately visited after contacting that boundary, will appear
less distorted than central fields during stretching and compression deformations.
Similarly, during partial deformations, locations near the displaced wall are more likely to
be visited following contact with that wall; thus shifts in grid phase following contact with
this wall will predominately affect nearby time-averaged grid fields, with the phase
relationship between this wall and fields neighboring this wall better preserved. Thus in
this model sampling biases, a product of the particular path of the navigator, also play a
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crucial role in mediating the contribution of boundary-tethered shifts to distortions of the
time-averaged grid pattern.

Note that the boundary-tethered model implies that environmental deformations
can affect the grid patterns of rescaling and non-rescaling cells alike, in contrast with
other accounts in which the appearance or absence of rescaling is hypothesized to
reflect a fundamental difference in function (Stensola et al., 2012; Raudies et al., 2016).
This model further implies that the appearance or absence of rescaling in simultaneously
recorded modules may not be clear evidence of a functional dissociation between
modules, as previously claimed (Stensola et al., 2012). Moreover, the boundary-tethered
model predicts that whether or not the grid pattern of a given module appears to rescale
is not an inherent property of that module, but a consequence of grid scale, deformation
extent, and the movement history of the navigator. Consistent with this, small-scale grid
patterns can appear to rescale during less extreme (Barry et al., 2007) but not during
more extreme deformations (Savelli et al., 2008; Stensola et al., 2012) (Fig. 3.6).

Place unit activity in this model is constructed as a normalized, thresholded sum
of grid unit input (Solstad et al., 2006; Pilly and Grossberg, 2013). Because of the
boundary-tethered shifts in grid phase induced during environmental deformations, the
location of each place field will also shift, maintaining its spatial relationship to the most
recently contacted boundary (Fig. 3.5E). Critically, as described above, the likelihood of
having most recently encountered a given boundary differs throughout an open
environment. When averaged across time, these most recent boundary biases result in a
mix of place field stretching (closer to displaced boundaries) and bifurcation distortions
(further from displaced boundaries). Furthermore, the most recently encountered
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boundary is correlated with the direction of movement: the rat is more likely to have most
recently encountered a given boundary when moving away from that boundary (Fig.
3.5F). For example, if the rat is traveling eastward in a stretched environment, then the
place field will typically be tethered to the west wall; if the rat is traveling westward, then
the field will typically be tethered to the east wall. Because the environment has been
stretched, west wall-tethered fields will be shifted westward of east wall-tethered fields.
Thus, boundary-tethered place field shift causes place fields to be displaced ‘upstream’
along the direction of movement. Finally, more extreme deformations of an enclosure
lead to more extreme boundary-tethered shifts and less frequent convergence of grid
inputs at the same location, and thus systematic decreases in the peak firing rate of
place units.

When the rat is trained to run laps on a linear track, movement and likewise the
most recently contacted track end are constrained. Thus linear track compressions
provide an especially clear view of boundary-tethered updating. Until a track end is
encountered, modeled grid and place unit activity unfolds according to path integration
alone. When a track end is encountered, border input reinstates the grid network state
and, in turn, the place network state that coincided with that track end on the familiar
track.

Inserting a boundary in an open environment elicits identical border unit activity
when either the old boundary or new boundary is nearby in the preferred allocentric
direction, inducing boundary-tethered reinstatement of the grid network state at both
locations. This grid shift translates to a duplication of the place unit representation
adjacent to the old and inserted boundaries. Because a new grid and thus place
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representation are now active around the inserted boundaries, the old representations
previously active at this location in the familiar environment are no longer activated. This
leads to an apparent inhibition of place units participating in the old representation.
However, grid and place units that were active at locations distant from the duplicated
boundaries will generally persevere unaffected. Thus, in this model, boundary-tethered
shifts in grid phase induced by input from border cells drive the diverse grid and place
field distortions observed during geometric deformations.

Experimental observation of predicted boundary-tethered grid shifts

Above we have shown that many previously-observed grid and place cell
distortions can emerge from boundary-tethered shifts in grid phase during environmental
deformations. Here, we test whether boundary-tethered shifts in grid phase can be
directly observed in the activity of recorded grid cells during geometric deformations. To
this end, we reanalyzed data from two classic environmental deformation studies ((Barry
et al., 2007) and (Stensola et al., 2012)). In (Barry et al., 2007), rats were familiarized
with either a 100 cm x 100 cm square or a 100 cm x 70 cm rectangular open
environment, and then reintroduced to deformed and undeformed versions of these
environments (i.e. all combinations of chamber lengths and widths of 70 cm or 100 cm),
while the activity of grid cells was recorded (familiar square: 23 grid cells; familiar
rectangle: 13 grid cells meeting criteria; see Methods). In (Stensola et al., 2012), rats
were familiarized with a 150 cm x 150 cm square open environment, and then
reintroduced to deformed (100 cm x 150 cm rectangular) and undeformed versions of
this environment, while data were recorded from 51 grid cells.
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To test for the predicted boundary-tethered shifts, we first separated the spiking
data of each cell by the most recently contacted boundary, either the north, south, east
or west, with contact defined as coming within 12 cm of that boundary (Hardcastle et al.,
2015). From these data, we created four boundary rate maps which summarized the
spatial firing pattern of the grid cell after contacting each boundary. Comparison of such
rate maps, conditioned on contact with opposing boundaries (north-south vs. east-west),
revealed clear examples of grid shift along deformed dimensions (Fig. 3.7). To quantify
shift separately for each dimension, we cross-correlated the opposing boundary rate
maps (i.e., north-south or east-west boundary rate map pairs). Only pixels sampled after
contacting both opposing boundaries were included. Next, we computed the distance
from center of the cross-correlogram to the peak nearest the center (see Methods). This
distance measures the relative shift between the opposing boundary rate maps. Even in
a familiar environment, finite sampling noise will cause this measure of shift to be
nonzero. Relative to this baseline, grid shift increased along deformed, but not
undeformed, dimensions (Fig. 3.8A and Fig. 3.9A). Moreover, an increase in shift was
observed even in specifically small-scale and non-rescaling grid cells (Fig. 3.10). This
indicates that deformation-induced phase shifts affect grid cells even if their timeaveraged rate maps do not appear to show rescaling, as predicted by the boundarytethered model. Note that these shifts were reliably present despite the fact that only
approximately one-fourth of the whole-trial data was used to estimate each boundary
rate map, and despite possible variability in border field width within and across animals
and trials.

Next we asked whether the grid pattern in each boundary rate map maintained
its spatial phase with the corresponding boundary, as the boundary-tethered model
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predicts. To address this question, we compared each of the boundary rate maps to the
whole-trial familiar environment rate map, while varying the alignment of the two maps
along the deformed dimension. If the spatial relationship relative to the most recently
contacted boundary is preserved, then each boundary rate map should be most similar
to the familiar environment rate map when the two maps are aligned by the
corresponding boundary. If, on the other hand, reshaping a familiar environment
rescales the grid pattern symmetrically, then the familiar and boundary rate maps should
be equally well aligned by either the corresponding or the opposite boundary. Consistent
with the boundary-tethered prediction, we found that the correlation between the
deformed environment boundary rate map and the familiar environment rate map was
usually maximized when the two maps were aligned by the corresponding boundary
(174 of 246 comparisons; sign test versus 50%: p < 0.001), rather than the opposite
boundary (Fig. 3.9B).

The boundary-tethered model further predicts that the appearance of rescaling is
in part an epiphenomenon resulting from averaging over trajectories originating from
different boundaries. Thus, the appearance of rescaling should be reduced when the
data are divided according to the most recently contacted boundary. In contrast, if
boundary-tethered shifts did not contribute to the appearance of rescaling, then similar
rescaling should be observed regardless of whether or not data are divided according to
the most recently contacted boundary. To test these predictions, we computed the grid
rescaling factor between the familiar rate map and each deformed-dimension boundary
rate map, aligned by the corresponding boundary. Next, we computed three comparison
rescaling factors: (1) the classic grid rescaling factor between the familiar rate map and
the whole-trial rate map, aligned by the same boundary; (2) a shuffled control in which
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the grid rescaling factor was computed from a random subset of the whole-trial data,
with the amount of data included chosen to match the amount of boundary-conditioned
data. This comparison ensures that any changes in grid rescaling factors were not due
to regression to the mean or the reduction in data due to boundary-conditioning; (3) a
grid rescaling factor conditioned on movement away from the conditioned boundary.
This comparison tests whether changes following boundary-conditioning could
alternatively be explained by movement direction, which is correlated with the most
recently contacted boundary (Fig. 3.5F). Boundary-conditioning yielded a significant
reduction in normalized grid rescaling factors relative to all three alternative comparisons
(Fig. 3.8B and Fig. 3.9C). The reduction in rescaling was specific to cells which
previously showed rescaling in their whole-trial rate maps. Thus, boundary rate map grid
patterns exhibited significantly less rescaling than whole-trial and movement-conditioned
rate maps, consistent with a contribution of border cell-grid cell interactions to the
appearance of rescaling.

We next tested whether environmental deformations affect grid field size. The
boundary-tethered model predicts that deformations induce shifts in the spatial phase of
the grid pattern. Averaged over the entire trial, these shifts should yield an increase in
field length along deformed dimensions, regardless of whether the environment was
compressed or stretched. On the other hand, a pure rescaling account predicts an
increase in field length during stretching, but a decrease in field length during
compressions. Because both accounts predict an increase in field length during
stretching deformations, we focused on compression trials. From the whole-trial rate
maps of each cell we computed the field length during compression deformations,
separately along deformed and undeformed dimensions. This analysis revealed an
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increase in field length along deformed, but not undeformed, dimensions relative to field
length in the familiar environment (Fig. 3.8C), as predicted by the boundary-tethered
model. For completeness, field length along deformed dimensions also increased
numerically during stretching deformations (mean ± SEM, familiar: 33.27 ± 5.39 cm;
deformed: 34.81 ± 4.17 cm), though this effect did not reach significance in this small
sample (n = 13; paired t-test: t(12) = 0.22, p = 0.828).

We then examined firing rate predictions of the boundary-tethered model. If,
during deformations, grid vertices are shifted to different locations when different
boundaries are encountered, then averaging across trajectories originating from different
boundaries will necessarily reduce the peak values of the whole trial rate map. Thus the
boundary-tethered model predicts a reduction in the peak firing rate during
environmental deformations, as measured by the peak value of the whole trial rate map.
On the other hand, because the density of grid fields within the environment remains
unchanged on average, grid shift does not predict a change in mean firing rate, as
measured by the total number of spikes across the entire trial divided by the trial
duration. Although a pure rescaling account does not make specific predictions about
peak and mean firing rates, the simplest assumption might be that neither should
change, as the density and intensity of fields tiling the space should be preserved during
deformations (Ismakov et al., 2017). Peak firing rates were significantly reduced during
deformation trials relative to familiar trials (Fig. 3.8D), as predicted by the boundarytethered model. On the other hand, mean firing rates did not significantly differ during
deformation trials (mean ± SEM, 1st familiar: 2.50 ± 0.24 Hz; deformation: 2.86 ± 0.31
Hz; 2nd familiar: 2.88 ± 0.29 Hz; paired t-test between conditions: 1st familiar vs.
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deformation: t(80) = 0.54, p = 0.591; 2nd familiar vs. deformation: t(82) = 0.03, p = 0.978;
1st familiar vs. 2nd familiar: t(76) = 0.71, p = 0.479).

Finally, we tested whether deformation trial rate maps could be accurately
predicted by the boundary-tethered model. To do so, for each cell and deformation trial
we first created predicted boundary rate maps from the familiar environment rate map.
Boundary rate maps corresponding to displaced boundaries (e.g. east and west
boundary rate maps during a compression of the east-west axis) were shifted versions of
the familiar rate map, aligned by the corresponding boundary (Fig. 3.11A). If the length
of a boundary changed, then the familiar rate map was first rescaled parallel to that
boundary to match the change in length, reflecting the rescaling of border input along
rescaled boundaries (Solstad et al., 2008). Next, to approximate the sampling biases at
each location the contribution from each boundary rate map was weighted by

where

,

is the distance from that location to the corresponding boundary (Fig. 3.11A).

For comparison, we also computed a rescaled rate map in which the familiar rate map
was rescaled to match the deformation. Because the boundary-tethered prediction
during stretching deformations would require ambiguous extrapolation of the grid
pattern, we focused only on compression trials. Across cells, recorded rate maps were
more similar to those predicted by the boundary-tethered model than to those predicted
by a matched rescaling (Fig. 3.8E; Fig. 3.11B), as quantified by the correlations between
maps (paired t-test comparing Fisher-transformed correlation values: t(132) = 4.03, p <
0.001; Fig. 3.8F). This difference was predominately driven by cells whose activity did
not resemble a matched rescaling: recorded rate maps which were well-predicted by a
matched rescaling were similarly well-predicted by the boundary-tethered model, while
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recorded maps which were not well-predicted by a matched rescaling were nevertheless
well-predicted by the boundary-tethered model. This pattern was reflected in the
observation of fewer low-similarity predictions from the boundary-tethered model than
from a matched rescaling (Fig. 3.8G). Thus, the boundary-tethered model can accurately
predict individual whole-trial rate maps on a trial-by-trial basis, even when the resulting
rate map does not resemble a rescaling. Together, these results provide convergent
evidence that boundary-tethered shifts in grid phase contribute to distortions of the grid
pattern observed during environmental deformations.

3.4 Discussion
Our results support two primary conclusions. First, many of the complex grid and
place cell distortions observed during environmental deformations can emerge from
border cell-grid cell interactions. Second, boundary-tethered shifts in grid phase, a
hallmark of border cell-grid cell interactions, can be observed directly in the activity of
recorded grid cells during deformations. Together, these results highlight previously
unrecognized dynamics governing the grid code during environmental deformations, and
implicate border cell-grid cell interactions as an important contributor to deformationinduced distortions of grid and place cell activity. These results further indicate that timeaveraged analyses have overestimated the malleability of the grid cell spatial metric in
response to environmental deformations, and suggest that scale-dependent grid
rescaling may not be a clear indicator of a functional dissociation between modules.
Finally, these results demonstrate that the effects of environmental deformations are not
stable over time, but instead depend critically on the movement history of the navigator.
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The phenomenon of boundary-tethered grid shift could have various circuit
realizations. Here we implemented a particular model of interactions between border,
grid and place cells that gave rise to these shifts. This model was feedforward between
layers (Pilly and Grossberg, 2013), included a path integration-based attractor network
of grid cells (Burak and Fiete, 2009), and generated place cells from grid cell output
alone (Solstad et al., 2006). Although each of these components was motivated by
prior work, this model is not intended as a complete recreation of entorhinalhippocampal connectivity, but rather demonstrates how border cell input can give rise to
the complex dynamics we describe, even in a relatively simple network. As such, this
model excludes known connections that are not necessary for these dynamics. For
example, this model lacks visual inputs (Pérez-Escobar et al., 2016), input to place cells
from sources other than grid cells (Wills et al., 2010), and reciprocal connections from
place to grid cells (Bonnevie et al., 2013), all of which play important roles in developing
and maintaining a functional spatial code. Moreover, similar boundary-tethered place
code dynamics can be observed even before the grid code has fully matured, suggesting
that additional mechanisms may give rise to similar dynamics in place cells (Bjerknes et
al., 2018). Thus, while our results implicate border cell-grid cell interactions as one
source of the experimentally-observed grid shifts, additional experiments are required to
causally test the particular circuit realization which gives rise to these shifts.

The dynamic boundary-tethered grid phase anchoring we observe here may
reflect a more general phenomenon of phase anchoring to external cues or internal
reference frames (Fuhs, 2006; Evans et al., 2016). Consistent with this, the grid
representation is shaped by a number of boundary and non-boundary cues even in
geometrically undeformed environments. For example, grid scale differs between novel
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and familiar environments (Barry et al., 2012), the grid pattern is anchored by spatial
geometry and other visual features (Krupic et al., 2015; Savelli et al., 2017), and the grid
pattern distorts near familiar boundaries (Stensola et al., 2015) as well as in asymmetric
environments (Krupic et al., 2015). These effects were not captured by the border cellgrid cell interactions as implemented here, and may be the product of phase-anchoring
to additional external cues (Fuhs, 2006; Stensola et al., 2015; Savelli et al., 2017) or
other internal reference frames such as boundary vector cells (Krupic et al., 2013; Bush
and Burgess, 2014) or place cells (Bush and Burgess, 2014; Evans et al., 2016).
Similarly, it is worth noting that in this model a rotation or remapping of the border code
following learning paired with no change to spatial geometry or the head direction code,
as can occur during global remapping between similarly-shaped environments (Solstad
et al., 2008), would seriously impair the time-averaged grid pattern; a result which has
not been reported experimentally. Therefore, other mechanisms likely anchor the grid
representation across remapping events as well.

Our results do not rule out additional mechanisms which may be at play during
environmental deformations. Indeed, it is likely that multiple mechanisms contribute to
the various properties of deformation-induced grid and place field distortions. For
example, it is known that during deformations the distorted grid pattern does not persist
indefinitely, but relaxes back to the familiar spatial scale with experience (Barry et al.,
2007). In our simulations, model weights were fixed during deformation trials in order to
observe the effects of deformations on model representations free of any obfuscating
dynamics. However, even with continued learning, the boundary-tethered model as
implemented here cannot capture these long-term relaxation dynamics because grid
phase and border input are not in conflict long enough for unlearning to occur. More
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specifically, when the west boundary is encountered following and east boundary
contact during an east-west deformation, the border and grid codes are briefly in conflict
when the border representation is first activated, causing a small amount of unlearning.
However, this border activation also quickly reinstates the learned grid phase,
eliminating the conflict between the two. The learned grid phase is then reinforced for as
long as the animal remains close to the west boundary, typically long enough to
overwrite whatever bit of unlearning had occurred. Thus, anchoring to additional
conflicting reference frames, such as input from visual cues (Fuhs, 2006; Sheynikhovich
et al., 2009; Raudies and Hasselmo, 2015; Bjerknes et al., 2018), boundary vector cells
(Barry et al., 2006; Stewart et al., 2014), or place-to-grid feedback (Bush and Burgess,
2014), or changes to speed coding (Zilli, 2012) might be invoked to explain grid
relaxation.

Previous work has also revealed conspicuous parallels between deformationinduced distortions of spatial representations in the rat brain and the spatial memory of
humans in deformed environments (O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996; Hartley et al., 2000,
2004; Chen et al., 2015), leading to the suggestion that a common mechanism might
underlie these effects. Consistent with this idea, recent evidence suggests that rescaling
can be observed in the time-averaged activity of human grid cells (Nadasdy et al., 2017).
In light of our results, we suggest that boundary-tethered grid shift may be a common
mechanism contributing to these cross-species effects, and predict that boundaryanchored shifts in human spatial memory should be observable during environmental
deformations.
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3.5 Methods
Model

Border layer. The border layer consisted of 32 units. First, the area near each
wall in 4 allocentric directions (North, South, East, West) was divided into 8 ‘bricks’ (see
(Pollock et al., 2017) for a similar treatment). Each brick extended 12 cm perpendicular
from the wall and covered 12.5% of the total environment length along that dimension.
Each unit received a uniform input

whenever the simulated rat was within one

of four adjacent bricks, resulting in a firing field covering 50% of the environment
perimeter for each unit. This input was converted to stochastic spiking activity (see
below).

Grid layer. The grid layer, derived from the model of (Burak and Fiete, 2009),
consisted of 5 grid ‘modules’. Each module consisted of a neural sheet with periodic
boundary conditions, visualized as a torus. This neural sheet was composed of 642
identical 2 unit x 2 unit tiles (1282 units per module). Each unit in a tile was associated
with a particular direction (North, South, East, West), which determined both the
movement-direction-specific excitatory input received, as well as its local connectivity.
Movement-direction-specific excitatory input
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to grid unit was determined by

where

is the distance moved since the previous timestep,

movement,

module

is the preferred direction of unit ,

to which to unit belongs, and

is the direction of

is a gain factor specific to the

is a constant. Local connections within

each module consisted of shifted radial inhibition, in which each unit inhibited all units
within a 12 unit radius by a uniform weight of -0.02. The center of this radial inhibition
output for each unit was shifted by 2 units away from that unit in a direction consistent
with each units preferred direction. In the absence of other inputs, each grid module
yields a hexagonal grid-like pattern of activation on the neural sheet, which is translated
during movement at a rate proportional to the gain factor. Thus, to model modules with
varying grid scales, the gain factor

where

of module

was set by

is the gain of the smallest-scale module, module 1. This results in a

geometric series of biologically-plausible (Stensola et al., 2012) grid scales for each
module.

Place layer. The place layer consisted of 64 units, subject to uniform recurrent
inhibition from all place layer units with a weight of -0.15.

Border-to-grid connectivity. All grid units received additional excitatory feedforward projections from all border units. These connections were initialized with random
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weights uniformly sampled from the range 0 to 0.025, and developed through experience
via Hebbian learning (see below and (Pollock et al., 2017)).

Grid-to-place connectivity. Each place unit received additional excitatory feedforward projections from 500 random grid units. These connections were initialized with
random weights uniformly sampled from the range 0 to 0.022, and developed through
experience via Hebbian learning (see below).

Model dynamics

Activation. The dynamics of the network was developed following the methods in
(Burak and Fiete, 2009). The activation

total input

where

of unit was determined by first computing the

to unit according to

is a variable quantifying activation of unit ,

and enumerates all the units. (Note that some weights

is the weight from unit to unit ,

can be zero.) Also recall

from above that a border unit receives a constant input when the rat is in a boundary
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region associated with that unit. The total input

the spiking

where

was used to stochastically determine

of each unit during the current timestep, according to

= 500 is a scale factor,

(border units:

= 0.05) is the spike threshold for unit ,

= 0; grid units:

= 0.1; place units:

is a single draw from a random

uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 1, and

= 0.003 sec is the length of each

timestep. Finally, this spiking activity was integrated to update the activation variable

of unit after each timestep according to

Where

= 0.5 is a scale factor and

= 0.03 sec is the time constant of integration.

Hebbian learning. All Hebbian weights were updated by the competitive learning
rule
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where the sum is only over the set of units with nonzero Hebbian weights to unit ,

0.00001 is the learning rate,

grid:

= 0.4; grid-to-place:

=

is a constant specific to the connection type (border-to-

= 0.5) (Grossberg, 1980; Pilly and Grossberg, 2013). This

rule results in competitive activity-dependent weight changes among incoming Hebbian
connections, and leads over time to a total weight of

across incoming synapses.

Simulation details

Generating simulated rat paths. Because some of the deformed environments
that we tested have not been experimentally studied, it was necessary to generate
simulated rat paths, rather than using experimentally recorded paths. Open field paths
were generated via a bounded random walk model, parameterized by speed and
movement direction. At each timestep, unbiased normally-distributed random noise was
added to both speed ( = 0.001 cm/msec) and movement direction ( = 1.5 °/msec). To

approximate actual rat exploration, speed was bounded to the range [0, 40] cm/sec. If a
step would result in the rat path crossing a boundary, random noise was again added
repeatedly to the movement direction until the next step would no longer cross the
boundary. Open field paths always began in the center of the environment, with the
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simulated rat stationary and facing a random direction. Linear track paths were
generated as straight end to end laps at a constant speed of 20 cm/sec.

Familiarization. In all simulations, familiarization with the environment was
mimicked by allowing the naive simulated rat to explore the environment for 60 min.
Prior to familiarization, grid layer activity was allowed to settle into its grid-like attractor
state for 2 sec without learning. Initialization of the grid layer was biased so that an axis
of the settled grid network state would lie at an angle of -7.5° relative to east, consistent
with experiments (Krupic et al., 2015; Stensola et al., 2015). Following familiarization,
the model weights were saved so that all post-familiarization simulations could begin
with the familiarized model.

Post-familiarization testing simulations. The model weights were reset to the
state saved after familiarization, and the experienced virtual rat was allowed to explore
each tested environment for 30 min. Grid layer activity was also initially reset to the
familiar environment state corresponding to the rat's start location. Learning was turned
off during the testing phase.

Analysis

Statistical tests. All statistical tests are 2-tailed unless otherwise noted. All error
bars denote mean ± 1 standard error of the mean unless otherwise noted.

Unit sampling. Due to computational constraints and the redundant nature of grid
unit activity, only the spikes from 30 randomly chosen grid units in each module were
recorded and analyzed during all simulations. All place units were recorded and
analyzed.
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Rate maps. Rate maps were created by first dividing the environment into 2.5 cm
x 2.5 cm pixels. Then the mean firing rate within each pixel was calculated. Finally, this
map was smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 1.5
pixels (3.75 cm) and square extent of 9 pixels x 9 pixels (22.5 cm x 22.5 cm). Pixels
which were never visited were excluded during further analyses, with the exception of
rate map prediction: all pixels were included during rate map prediction as even few
missing pixels lead to large gaps of missing pixels following rescaling.

Autocorrelations and cross-correlations. Autocorrelations of rate maps were
computed similar to previous reports (Sargolini et al., 2006). Briefly, the correlation
between overlapping pixels of the original rate map and a shifted version of itself was
computed as

where

is the rescaled rate map,

is the familiar rate map, and run over pixels in

the overlapping regions of these maps, and

and

indicate the mean firing rate across

overlapping pixels, at a series of single pixel (2.5 cm) step lags. Cross-correlations were
computed similarly, except that two different rate maps, rather than two copies of the
same rate map, were correlated. Autocorrelations and cross-correlations were only
estimated for spatial lags with at least 20 overlapping pixels.

Grid scale. To compute grid scale for model units we first averaged the
autocorrelations of all grid units within a module. Next, we computed the mean distance
from the center of the autocorrelation to the center of mass of the six closest surrounding
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peaks. In cases where the grid period was larger than the size of the environment thus
obscuring the periodicity, grid scale was instead estimated by multiplying the scale of the
next smaller module by

, reflecting the parameters set in the attractor model creating

the grid. Grid scale for reanalyzed recorded grid cells was computed similarly, but
separately from the autocorrelation of each cell.

Gridness. To compute gridness for each unit, we first computed the
autocorrelation of its rate map and its grid scale. Next we masked the autocorrelation,
eliminating all pixels at a distance from the center greater than 1.5 its scale and less
than 0.5 its scale. We then computed the correlation between the masked
autocorrelation and a rotated version of itself, rotated 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, and 150°. The
final measure of gridness was then the difference between the minimum of the [60°
120°] correlations minus the maximum of the [30° 90° 150°] correlations.

Field length. Field length along each dimension was estimated from the
autocorrelation by first determining the extent of the central peak of the autocorrelation,
defined as all contiguous pixels with correlation values greater than 10% of the
maximum correlation. Next, field length was computed separately for each dimension as
the distance between the most extreme pixels within this central peak along that
dimension.

Grid rescaling factor. The grid rescaling factor during each deformation trial was
computed separately for each unit by comparing rescaled versions of the familiar
environment rate map to the deformed environment rate map. Following (Stensola et al.,
2012), the familiar rate map was uniformly rescaled to a series of chamber lengths,
ranging from 10 cm below the smaller of the deformed and familiar chamber lengths,
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through 10 cm above the larger of these chamber lengths in 5 cm (2 pixel) increments.
This yielded a set of rescaled familiar rate maps for each unit. For each rescaled map,
we computed the correlation

(defined above) between the deformed and rescaled rate

maps twice, once when the two rate maps were aligned by each opposing boundary.
The grid rescaling factor was then defined as the ratio between the rescaled chamber
length that yielded the highest correlation and the familiar chamber length, across either
alignment. When comparing rescaling factors between whole-trial and boundaryconditioned data, rescaling was only computed for alignment by the conditioned
boundary.

Grid shift analysis. To test these data for the presence of grid shifts during
environmental deformations, we first divided the spiking activity of each cell according to
the most recent boundary contact (North, South, East, or West). Boundary contact was
defined as the rat being within 12 cm of a boundary. Spiking activity prior to boundary
contact at the beginning of the trial was ignored. Next, four separate rate maps were
created, one for each most recently contacted boundary. To quantify grid shift along a
particular dimension for each cell, the rate maps of opposing boundaries perpendicular
to the chosen dimension were cross-correlated at a series of lags in single pixel steps
(see above) within the range of ±20 pixels (±50 cm). Only pixels sampled after
contacting both opposing boundaries were included in these cross-correlations. The
distance from the center to the nearest peak of this cross-correlogram was computed as
the measure of grid shift. The nearest peak was defined by first partitioning the crosscorrelogram into ‘blobs’ of contiguous pixels which had correlations of at least 30% of
the maximum value. Then, the location with the maximum correlation value within the
blob nearest to the center was taken as the nearest peak.
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Reanalysis of experimental data. A complete description of the experiments was
provided in (Barry et al., 2007; Stensola et al., 2012). Data from (Barry et al., 2007)
included an initial set of 66 putative cells, from which 38 cells meeting various criteria
were selected as grid cells for analysis in the original publication. Similarly, we included
only cells with average gridness across both familiar trials >0.4 from this dataset,
yielding 36 included grid cells. Note that unlike in (Barry et al., 2007) we did not exclude
cells which were poorly fit by rescaling during deformation trials, as the boundarytethered model predicts that distortions which do not resemble a rescaling may occur.
For alignment, rescaling, and rate map prediction analyses, first familiar trial rate maps
were used for comparison; in the few cases where no rate map was recorded during the
first familiar trial, the rate map from the second familiar trial was used instead.

Boundary-tethered rate map prediction. For each cell and deformation trial we
first created predicted boundary rate maps from the familiar environment rate map.
Boundary rate maps corresponding to displaced boundaries (e.g. east and west
boundary rate maps during a compression of the east-west axis) were shifted versions of
the familiar rate map, aligned by the corresponding boundary (Fig. S5A). If the length of
a boundary changed, then prior to constructing the corresponding boundary rate map
the familiar environment rate map was rescaled parallel to that boundary to match the
change in length, reflecting the rescaling of border input along rescaled boundaries
(Solstad et al., 2008). Next, to approximate the sampling biases at each location the
contribution from each boundary rate map was weighted by

, where

is the

distance from that location to the corresponding boundary. The final rate map predicted
by the boundary-tethered model was then the sum of these weighted boundary rate
maps.
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Data and code availability. All simulations were conducted with custom-written
MATLAB scripts. These scripts and the simulation results presented here are available
from the authors upon request. All reanalyzed data are available upon request from the
corresponding authors of the relevant papers.
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of the border, grid, and place cell network model. The
network model consisted of three layers: a border layer, where unit activity was
determined by the presence of a boundary nearby and in a particular allocentric
direction; a grid layer, where path integration implemented by a periodic attractor
network of the form described in (Burak and Fiete, 2009) was used to generate 5
modules of grid units of different scales; and a place layer, where unit activity was
learned from the output of grid units of all scales in concert with recurrent inhibition.
Excitatory connections from border cells to grid cells were learned with experience in the
familiar environment. Note the behavior of border units during environmental
deformations – border fields stretch when their preferred boundary is stretched and
duplicate with a similar allocentric relationship to both boundaries when a boundary is
inserted.
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Figure 3.2. Grid unit response during deformations of an open environment. A)
Rate maps from one grid units from each module across all rescaling deformations.
Colors normalized to the maximum across each set of rate maps. Peak firing rate for
each trial noted below the lower left corner of each map. B) Grid rescaling factors for
each Module when the familiar open environment is rescaled to various chamber lengths
(right). Error bars denote standard error of the mean (SEM) across 30 random grid units.
Color denotes module. Distribution of grid scales for each module indicated (left). C)
Rate maps of one grid unit from each module across all partial deformations, plotted as
in (A). D) Gridness for each half of the chamber during each trial. Unit sampling and
module identity as in (B). Because grid symmetry could not be estimated in the chamber
halves in larger-scale modules, only the first three modules were included.
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Figure 3.3. Place unit response during deformations of an open and linear track
environment. A) Place unit rate maps when a familiar open environment is stretched.
Place fields exhibit stretching, bifurcation, and emergent modulation by movement
direction (indicated by white arrows). Colors normalized to the peak for each rate map.
Peak firing rate noted below the lower left corner of each map. Note that peak firing rate
tends to decrease with more extreme deformations for cells with place fields further from
boundaries. B) Place unit activity for all 64 place units during compressions of a familiar
linear track, separated by (top) eastward and (bottom) westward laps. Each line
indicates the firing rate of a single place unit at each location across the entire track
during movement in the specified direction, normalized to the familiar track peak rate.
Units sorted by place field location on the familiar track. Note that, during compressions,
the place code unfolds as if anchored to the beginning of the track until the end of the
track is encountered, at which point the familiar end-of-track place units are reactivated.
C) Place unit rate maps demonstrating a mix of place field (left) duplication, (middle)
inhibition, and (right) perseverance when a new boundary (white line) is inserted in a
familiar open environment. Colors normalized to the maximum of both rate maps. Peak
firing rate noted below the lower left corner of each map.
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Figure 3.4. Grid unit activity during insertion of a new boundary in an open
environment. Examples of whole-trial grid unit activity during exploration of a familiar
chamber and boundary insertion (white line) – five random units shown from each
module. Distortions are minimal in the time-averaged rate maps of small-scale grid units
(as observed experimentally (Solstad et al., 2008)), but become apparent in the activity
of large-scale grid units. Peak firing rate noted below the lower left corner of each map.
Color normalized to the maximum for each rate map.
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Figure 3.5. Boundary-tethered grid shift underlies model grid and place unit
distortions. A) During familiarization, Hebbian learning strengthens the connections
between coactive border and grid cells, at the expense of non-coactive connections. B)
During deformations, border input acts to maintain the previously learned relationship
between grid phase and the most recent border input. C) Rate map of a grid unit
following contact with the west border (red), overlaid with the rate map of the same unit
following contact with the east border (blue). The spatial phase relative to the most
recent border input (indicated by red/blue bars) is preserved during the deformations.
Thus the grid pattern is undistorted when separated by the most recent border input. D)
Likelihood of having most recently contacted each border as a function of location in a
square environment. Hue indicates the most likely recently contacted boundary;
saturation denotes the strength of the bias (white – 25% likelihood of sampling; fully
saturated – 100% likelihood of sampling). Data from (Stensola et al., 2012). E) Place
fields shift to maintain their familiar relationships relative to the most recent border input.
F) Joint probability distribution depicting the relationship between movement direction
and the most recently contacted boundary. Data from (Stensola et al., 2012).
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Figure 3.6. Model grid units do not rescale during a more extreme compression
deformation. Although grid rescaling was reported during deformation in two
electrophysiological studies (Barry et al., 2007; Stensola et al., 2012), another study
implementing a more extreme compression deformation experiment did not report
evidence of rescaling in grid cells (Savelli et al., 2008). To test whether the boundarytethered model could account for a lack of rescaling during this more extreme
compression, we familiarized the naïve virtual rat with a 135 cm x 135 cm square
environment. After this familiarization, the rat then again explored the familiar
environment and a compressed 58 cm x 58 cm version of this environment without new
learning. During this extreme compression, model grid units did not resemble a
rescaling, replicating experimental observation. Five random grid units from each
module, peak firing rate denoted in bold below each map. Color normalized to the
maximum for each rate map.
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Figure 3.7. Examples of whole trial rate maps, boundary-conditioned spikes,
boundary rate maps, and cross-correlograms for recorded grid cells. Rat, session,
and cell identity indicated above whole trial rate maps. Boundary-conditioned spikes and
boundary rate maps organized by opposing north-south (green—purple) and east-west
(blue—red) boundary pairs. Colored arrows in morph condition indicate the shifts
predicted by the boundary-tethered model during each deformation. Note that crosscorrelograms only include pixels that were sampled after contacting both opposing
boundaries.
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Figure 3.8. Testing predictions of the boundary-tethered model. All error bars
denote mean ± SEM. All significance markers denote the outcome of a paired t-test
between the indicated conditions. A) Grid shift as measured by the relative phase
between opposing boundary rate maps along deformed and undeformed dimensions.
(1st familiar vs. deformed: t(80) = 4.00, p < 0.001; undeformed vs. deformed: t(82) =
2.91, p = 0.005; 2nd familiar vs. deformed: t(82) = 4.51, p < 0.001; all other comparisons:
t < 1.46, p > 0.148). B) Whole trial, shuffled control, movement-conditioned and
boundary-conditioned grid rescaling factors normalized to range from no rescaling (0%)
to a matched rescaling (100%), split by the extent of whole-trial grid rescaling. Because
rescaling could vary between simultaneously deformed dimensions within a deformation
trial and within cell across deformation trials, rescaling along each deformed dimension
and on each deformation trial was included separately (split at 50% rescaling; Boundaryconditioned versus whole-trial, rescalers: t(292) = 11.13, p < 0.001; non-rescalers: t(96)
= 1.37, p = 0.173; Boundary-conditioned versus shuffled control, rescalers: t(292) =
8.92, p < 0.001; non-rescalers: t(96) = 0.94, p = 0.349; Boundary-conditioned versus
movement-conditioned, rescalers: t(292) = 4.16, p < 0.001; non-rescalers: t(96) = 0.22, p
= 0.830). C) Field length along deformed and undeformed dimensions. (1st familiar vs.
deformed: t(80) = 3.70, p < 0.001; undeformed vs. deformed: t(86) = 2.43, p = 0.017; 2nd
familiar vs. deformed: t(82) = 3.49, p < 0.001; all other comparisons: t < 1.45, p > 0.151).
D) Peak firing rates across conditions. (1st familiar vs. deformation: t(80) = 3.57, p <
0.001; 2nd familiar vs. deformation: t(82) = 3.34, p = 0.001; 1st familiar vs. 2nd familiar:
t(76) = 0.91, p = 0.364). F) Examples of recorded and predicted rate maps for three
different deformation trials from one cell from (Barry et al., 2007). F) Correlation values
between the recorded rate map and the rate maps predicted by the boundary-tethered
model versus a matched rescaling. Only compression trials are included. H) Cumulative
distribution of the correlation values depicted in (G). Note that the boundary-tethered
model results in fewer low-similarity predictions than a matched rescaling (2-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: D = 0.173, p = 0.033). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001
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Figure 3.9. Grid shift, alignment, and boundary-conditioned rescaling of recorded
grid cells separated by condition. In each case rats trained in (left) a familiar square
(data from (Barry et al., 2007)), (middle) a familiar rectangle (data from (Barry et al.,
2007)), and (right) a familiar square (data from (Stensola et al., 2012)). A) Grid shift
computed for each condition separately (see Text; errors bars ± 1 SEM). Colored arrows
indicate the dimensions along which our model predicts an increase in shift above
baseline grid shift. B) Proportion of trials for which each boundary rate map was best
matched with its familiar environment rate map when aligned by the most recently
contacted boundary (as predicted by the boundary-tethered model) versus the opposing
boundary (counts shown within the bars). Familiar environment (dashed box), deformed
environment (solid walls), and boundary (colored walls) shown in lower insets (familiar
and deformed environments aligned by arbitrary walls to make the change in shape
apparent). C) Change in normalized rescaling factors following boundary-conditioning
separately for each condition (boundary-conditioned minus whole trial; errors bars ± 1
SEM).
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Figure 3.10. Grid shift is observed in small-scale and non-rescaling recorded grid
cells. Data from (Stensola et al., 2012) and (Barry et al., 2007) combined. A) Histogram
of grid scales averaged across familiar trials. B) Grid shift along deformed dimensions
after subtracting average shift during familiar trials. A significant increase in grid shift
above familiar baseline was observed for small-scale (grid scale < 60; paired t-test
versus familiar shift: t(51) = 3.55, p < 0.001) and large-scale grid cells alike (t(34) = 2.64,
p = 0.012), with no significant difference between conditions (2-sample t-test: t(85) =
0.17, p = 0.866). C) Histogram of normalized grid rescaling factors. Grid rescaling
normalized such that no rescaling corresponds to 0% and rescaling completely to match
the deformation corresponds to 100%. Because rescaling could vary between
simultaneously deformed dimensions within a deformation trial and within cell across
deformation trials, rescaling along each deformed dimension and each trial was included
separately. D) Grid shift along deformed dimensions after subtracting average shift
during familiar trials. As in (C), grid shift along each deformed dimension and each trial
was included separately. A significant increase in grid shift above familiar baseline was
observed in rescalers (normalized rescaling factor ≥ 50%; paired t-test versus familiar
shift: t(131) = 6.02, p < 0.001) and non-rescalers (t(61) = 3.274, p = 0.002) alike, with no
significant difference between conditions (2-sample t-test: t(192) = 0.85, p = 0.397).
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Figure 3.11. Predicting boundary-tethered whole trial rate maps. A) To predict rate
maps from the boundary-tethered model for each cell and compression deformation trial
we first created predicted boundary rate maps from the familiar environment rate map.
Boundary rate maps corresponding to displaced boundaries (e.g. east and west
boundary rate maps during a compression of the east-west axis) were shifted versions of
the familiar rate map, aligned by the corresponding boundary. If the length of a boundary
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changed, then the familiar rate map was first rescaled parallel to that boundary to match
the change in length, reflecting the rescaling of border input along rescaled boundaries
(Solstad et al., 2008). Next, to approximate the sampling biases at each location the
contribution from each boundary rate map was weighted by
, where is the
distance from that location to the corresponding boundary. B) Example recorded rate
maps, accompanied by the predictions from the boundary-tethered model and a
rescaling matched to the extent of the deformation. Rat, session, and cell identity
indicated below each set of recorded rate maps.
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CHAPTER 4: Navigational boundaries dynamically anchor the
cognitive maps of mice and men
Keinath, AT, Rechnitz, O, Epstein, RA, Balasubramanian, V, Derdikman, D.

4.1 Summary
Environmental deformations induce similar distortions in rodent spatial
representations [1–4] and human spatial memory [5,6]. These results have been taken
as evidence of a common cross-species mechanism by which a reshaped environment
elicits a similarly reshaped cognitive map. Our recent work has challenged this
interpretation, and instead suggests that these distortions reflect dynamic, historydepended anchoring for the cognitive map to recently experienced navigational
boundaries. Here we directly tested whether the cognitive map, as reflected in rodent
hippocampal place cells and human spatial memory, exhibits dynamic boundarytethered anchoring. To this end, we recorded from the hippocampus of rodents exploring
familiar and deformed versions of an environment, and observed direct evidence of
boundary-tethered place field shifts. Next, we taught human participants the locations of
objects inside a familiar virtual environment, and later asked them to replace these
objects in deformed versions of this environment. Across three experiments, we
observed shifts in the replaced locations of objects, even when immersive visual and
vestibular cues were available. These results mark the first evidence that environmental
deformations induce similar dynamic history-dependent shifts in the cognitive maps of
both mice and men.

4.2 Results
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Environmental deformations induce boundary-tethered shifts in the place fields of
mice

The boundary-tethered model of environmental deformations predicts that
displacing boundaries leads to dynamic boundary-tethered shifts in hippocampal place
field locations. To test this prediction we began by first familiarizing mice with a small or
large square environment. Next, each mouse explored both the familiar environment and
geometrically deformed versions of this environment (Fig. 4.1A), during which time place
cells were recorded from dorsal CA1 or CA3. The final dataset consisted of 46 place
cells with reliable spatial tuning during at least one familiar environment and one
deformation trial (spatial information content > 99% of shuffled control; see Experimental
Procedures), recorded from 6 mice during 13 sessions (stretch condition: 22 place cells;
compression condition: 24 place cells). Example place field rate maps are shown in
Figure 4.1B. Place cell rate maps were stable across both explorations of the familiar
environment (pixel-to-pixel correlation: 0.552 ± 0.054 mean ± standard error of the
mean), and deformed environment rate maps resembled rescaled versions of the
familiar environment rate maps (rescaled pixel-to-pixel correlation: 0.465 ± 0.035 mean ±
SEM; see Experimental Procedures), consistent with previous report [1].

To test for the presence of boundary-tethered shifts, we divided the mouse paths
and spiking data from each trial according to the most recently contacted boundary
(north, south, east, or west), and constructed a ‘boundary rate map’ of activity following
each boundary contact for each cell (contact defined as the current position of the
mouse being within 7.5 cm of a boundary). Next, we determined the peak firing locations
among mutually sampled pixels of opposing boundary rate map pairs (north-south and
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east-west; Fig. 4.2A). As our final measure of shift, we computed the displacement
between these opposing boundary-conditioned peak firing locations along the relevant
dimension, and subtracted the mean shift observed during familiar environment trials.
Importantly, the mean shift during familiar exploration did not differ between conditions
(2-tailed 2-sample t-test: t(44) = 1.0, p = 0.338) or before versus after deformation trials
(2-tailed 1-sample t-test: t(23) = 0.7, p = 0.502). This analysis revealed an increase in
shift along deformed dimensions in the predicted directions during both compression (1tailed t-test vs. 0: t(23) = 3.1, p = 0.002) and stretching deformations (1-tailed t-test vs. 0:
t(20) = 2.1, p = 0.0264; Fig. 4.2B), with a significant interaction between conditions (2tailed 2-sample t-test: t(43) = 3.6, p < 0.001). Thus, these results mark the first
demonstration that the hippocampal map is dynamically tethered to the most recently
contacted boundary during geometric deformations.

Environmental deformations induce boundary-tethered shifts in human spatial memory

The boundary-tethered model of environmental deformations predicts that encountering
displaced boundaries leads to dynamic shifts of the cognitive map. We tested whether we might
observe evidence of such shifts in human spatial memory when a familiar environment is
deformed and localizing visual cues are obscured. In Experiment 1 (Dense Fog), we taught
human participants the locations of four nameable objects in a desktop virtual room (Fig. 4.3A).
Each participant learned the locations of these objects by collecting these objects one at a time.
Interleaved with these collect trials were 16 replace trials, during which the participant was
instructed to replace the object at the remembered location. Each replace trial began with the
participant facing and nearly touching the center of one wall. Each object was replaced 4 times,
once starting from each wall. Participants did not receive feedback. Block structure was similar
across all three blocks
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Only replace trials differed between blocks. During the first block, replace trials were
similar to collect trials, with no changes to the process or room. Starting with the second block,
once the participant moved from her starting location to replace the object the room lights were
turned off for the duration of the trial. While the lights were turned off the participant could only
see immediately in front of her, as if surrounded by a dense fog. This typically included only the
floor, which provided optic flow information but no cues to location (Fig. 4.4A). Thus, in order to
successfully replace the objects the participant was required to plan her path before moving while
the lights were on, and path integrate to keep track of where she was while moving. In the final
third block, the environment was also stretched (n = 24) or compressed (n = 24) by 50% along
one axis during all replace trials both before and after the lights were turned off.

We hypothesized that we would observe shifts in the replaced locations of the very same
objects dependent on the wall from which the participant started during the final deformation
block. These shifts should act to preserve the distance between the replaced object location and
the starting boundary. To test this prediction, we analyzed the replace locations of objects by first
subtracting the average replace location across all four replace trials for each object (Fig. 4.3B).
Next we calculated the shift for each axis as the displacement along that axis between the
median replace locations when starting from one boundary versus the opposing boundary. Lastly,
we computed the difference in shift between the deformed and undeformed axes as the final
measure of interest. Consistent with our predictions, we observed a positive shift difference
during stretched replace trials (2-tailed t-test vs. 0: t(23) = 4.5, p < 0.001) and a negative shift
difference during compressed replace trials (2-tailed t-test vs. 0: t(23) = 2.6, p = 0.015) as
predicted, with a significant interaction between conditions (2-tailed 2-sample t-test: t(46) = 5.2, p
< 0.001; Fig. 3C). These results thus indicate that human spatial memory is anchored to recently
contacted boundaries in deformed environments when localizing visual cues are obscured and
vestibular cues are absent.
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Next we asked whether the shifts we observed during environmental deformations in the
absence of localizing visual cues persevered when full visual information is available. We tested
this hypothesis with a similar design and a new group of participants in Experiment 2 (Lights On;
Fig. 4.4B). Each participant completed two blocks. During the first block, participants learned the
locations of 4 objects as in Experiment 1. During the second block, the environment was
consistently stretched (n = 24) or compressed (n = 24) by 50% along one axis during all replace
trials. The lights remained on at all times. Again we observed a positive shift difference during
stretched replace trials (2-tailed t-test vs. 0: t(23) = 2.4, p = 0.026) and a negative shift difference
during compressed replace trials (2-tailed t-test vs. 0: t(23) = 2.3, p = 0.033) as predicted, with a
significant interaction between conditions (2-tailed 2-sample t-test: t(46) = 3.2, p = 0.002; Fig.
4.3D). Notably, a view-matching approach would predict the opposite pattern. Thus, these results
indicate that the human spatial memory is anchored to recently contacted boundaries in deformed
environments even when informative visual cues are available but vestibular cues are absent.

Finally, we tested whether boundary-tethered shifts in human spatial memory would
persist even when full vestibular and immersive visual cues are available (Immersive VR; Fig.
4.4C). To do so, we had a new group of participants complete a fully immersive version of
Experiment 2. Each participant viewed the virtual room through a stereoscopic head-mounted
display, while her heading and location was tracked and updated as she moved about in real
time. Each participant completed two blocks. During the first block, participants learned the
locations of 4 objects as in Experiments 1 and 2, inside a 2.4 m x 2.4 m square virtual room.
During the second block, the environment was consistently stretched (n = 24) or compressed (n =
24) by 0.4 m along one axis during all replace trials. Again we observed a positive shift difference
during stretched replace trials (2-tailed t-test vs. 0: t(23) = 4.7, p < 0.001) and a negative shift
difference during compressed replace trials (2-tailed t-test vs. 0: t(23) = 2.6, p = 0.016) as
predicted, with a significant interaction between conditions (2-tailed 2-sample t-test: t(46) = 5.1, p
< 0.001; Fig. 4.3E). Together, these results indicate that human spatial memory is dynamically
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anchored to boundaries during environmental deformations even when immersive visual and
vestibular cues are available.

4.3 Discussion
Here we report the first evidence that environmental deformation induce similar shifts in
the cognitive maps of mice and men. Together, these results provide new evidence that
boundary-tethered shifts underlie the effects of environmental deformations on rodent spatial
representations and human spatial memory.

Our predictions of boundary-tethered shifts of the hippocampal map during environmental
deformations were derived from a model in which the spatial tuning of place cells is learned from
feed-forward grid cell inputs. Although this simplified model captures a number of essential
characteristics of grid and place cell function, including boundary-tethered shifts, this model
nevertheless excludes a number of circuit properties. For example, the presence of reciprocal
connections from the hippocampus to the medial entorhinal cortex which are essential for the
proper function of the grid cell network [7], as well as the presence of non-grid cell inputs to place
cells, including direct border cell inputs [8], which are capable of maintaining spatial firing of some
place cells when grid inputs are underdeveloped [9–11] or disrupted [12,13]. While our results
demonstrate that boundary anchoring is a feature common to both the grid and place codes, our
results do not, however, clarify the relationship between these codes. Thus, further experiments
are needed to dissect the particular circuit interactions which give rise to these shifts.

Our results indicate that navigational boundaries dynamically anchor rodent spatial
representations and human spatial memory alike. However, other spatially informative nonboundary cues may also anchor the cognitive map. Reinterpretation of results from previous
human behavior experiments [5] in light of the boundary-tethered model suggests that punctate
landmarks can also anchor human spatial memory. Moreover, the medial entorhinal cortex has
been recently shown to contain additional cells which code distance and directions to punctate
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objects, even when those objects are suspended above the ground and do not interfere with
navigation [14]. In light of these results, we suggest that cues other than extended surface
boundaries might also dynamically anchor the cognitive map.

In sum, our results suggest that the cognitive maps of both mice and men dynamically
shifted, but do not distort, during environmental deformations. These results compliment a
growing literature highlighting the key ways navigational boundaries shape spatial
representations and navigation behavior [1,2,4,6,15–20], and challenge previous interpretations
of the effects of environmental deformations on both human spatial memory [5,6] and rodent
place fields [1,4].

4.4 Methods
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mouse participants

Four adult B6C3 and two adult C57Bl mice (Healthy, drug naïve, 20-40 g, 4-7 months
old) were implanted with recording electrodes under Isoflurane anesthesia and Buprenorphine
analgesia. Mice were implanted with custom made Microdrives (drive and PCB by Rogat,
Carmiel, Israel, Connector by Omnetics connector corporation, Minneapolis, MN, USA) fitted with
4 tetrodes (16 channels, 17um platinum 10% Iridium wire, California finewire). The Microdrive
design allows post-op tuning of tetrodes depth as a single shaft movement and enabled recording
of both extra-cellular neural activity and local field potentials in hippocampal CA1 and CA3 (1.8
mm posterior, 1.8 mm lateral to Bregma, Depth was individually adjusted for each animal and
recording site). A ground screw was placed in the frontal bone plate and attached by a sliver wire
to the Microdrive. During recovery (~1 week), mice were treated with orally administered
Buprenorphine mixed in sweet jelly, and underwent a daily treatment to the skin surrounding the
implant with Polydine and Sintomycin to prevent infections. Mice were individually housed and
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kept in a 12/12hr light/dark regime (dark period 07:30-19:30) in 35 X 20 X 15 cm cages with
sawdust bedding and a running wheel (mouse igloo Fast-Trac on mouse igloo, Bio-Serv,
Flemington, NJ, USA). All experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use
Committee of the Technion – Israel Institute of Technology.

Human participants

Forty-nine participants gave written consent and were paid for participating in Experiment
1, 53 for Experiment 2, and 24 for Experiment 3. One participant from Experiment 1 and 4
participants from Experiment 2 were excluded for performing worse than chance by the end of the
last familiar block. An additional participant was excluded from Experiment 2 as an outlier (shift
score >3 standard deviations above the mean, in the predicted direction), leaving a final count of
48 participants in Experiment 1 (31 female, mean age 23.5, age range 18-44), 48 in Experiment 2
(30 female, mean age 22.4, age range 18-33), and 48 in Experiment 3 (38 female, mean age
22.9, age range 18-44). All subjects provided informed consent in accordance with the
Institutional Review Board of the University of Pennsylvania.

METHOD DETAILS

Mouse testing procedures

Apparatus. The arena used for the experiment consisted of an open-top box with
individually movable wooden walls (recycled shelves) and durable plastic floor. Each 75 X 35 X 2
cm wall plate was fitted with support angles and hinges to improve stability. Using the 4 walls, we
were able to rapidly and consistently form various shapes, mainly: small-square (65 X 40 cm),
large-square (65 X 70), North-South long rectangle (65 X 40 cm) and West-East long rectangle
(40 X 65 cm). Each wall was externally labeled (1-4) to make sure it is re-placed at the same
direction (for eg. Wall 1 was always the North wall and wall 3 was always the South wall). The
center of the square/rectangle remained constant in all configurations such as to avoid any drifts
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that may be attributed to sensory information (mainly tactile and olfactory) from the floor. A cue
card was placed on the center of wall no. 1 (North). The recording arena was placed in the center
of a room which included ambient lighting and several strong distal visual cues – mainly the
entrance door.

Training protocol. Following surgery and recovery, mice were trained and familiarized
with either a large-square or a small-square configuration for at least 3 recording sessions (or
longer - until place cells are found post-hoc) on separate days, 20 minutes each. In a training
session, mice foraged the open field arena while motivated by occasional food reward freely
thrown in small portions every 5 minutes into the arena (Bacon Crumbles, Bioserv).

Behavioral Task. Test days consisted of 5 consecutive open field trials. The first trial (1)
and last trial (5) included open field foraging of the familiar configuration - small-square or largesquare, while intermediate trials 2-4 were pseudo-randomly ordered to include the unfamiliar (or
less familiar) morphed shapes: large/small-square, North-South long rectangle, West-East long
rectangle.

Each mouse underwent 1-4 test days (depending on place cell signal), where each day
included a different order of intermediate trials. Following each single test day, we changed the
tetrodes depth (by 50 um) using the microdrive, to make sure the next testing day will include a
new population of cells. The experiment ended when post-hoc analysis of the recordings didn't
show clear place cell signal.

Each trial was 20 minutes long and all behavioral and external conditions were identical
to those described in the training protocol. Between trials, mice remained cable attached and
placed in their home-cage next to the arena for a resting period of 10 minutes. During the resting
period, the recording arena (floor and walls) was thoroughly washed and cleaned, and walls were
removed and re-placed at their new configuration for the following trial. An entire test lasted at
least 140 minutes – 5 trials X 20 minutes and 4 rest periods X 10 minutes. In some cases,
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following the complete 5 trials, we also exposed the mice to more shapes using the same set of
walls: small/large trapezoid, linear track, Parallelogram.

Data acquisition. All neural and behavioral data was collected using Digital Lynx SX data
acquisition system (Neuralynx, Dublin, Ireland) at 32 KHz and Cheetah 5.6 software (Neuralynx).
All signals were pre-processed with a bandpass filter of 600-6000 Hz for single unit activity, and a
bandpass filter of 1-1000 Hz for local field potential. Single units were manually isolated into cell
clusters using SpikeSort3D software (Neuralynx). Animal position was tracked using two LEDs
mounted on the headstage, connected to the implanted microdrive [21]. Tetrodes were lowered
50um per day until place cells were detected.

Histology. Mice were perfused with PBS (Sigma-Aldrich) and brains were extracted to 4%
paraformaldehyde and kept in 4°C cooling for at least 48 hours. Next, brains were placed in 30%
sucrose solution for at least 48 hours. Following this dehydration process, brains were frozen
using dry ice, fixed and mounted on a holder and sliced into 30-50 um thick slices in a cryostat at
-20°C. slices containing the tetrodes trace were stained with Cresyl violet to accentuate cell
bodies.

Cluster-cutting. Cells were only accepted for analysis if they formed isolated Gaussian
clusters with minimal overlap with surrounding cells and noise. Cells were cut simultaneously
from all concatenated trials recorded on the same day, without knowledge of the trials from which
they originated to eliminate any potential bias in spike sorting. No attempt was made to track the
same cells across days. All further analyses were carried out offline in MATLAB using customwritten scripts.

Human testing procedures and virtual environments

Experiment 1 (Lights off). We used Source SDK Hammer Editor
(http://www.valvesoftware.com, Valve Software, Bellevue, WA) to construct virtual reality
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environments that were rendered and displayed from the first person-perspective using the
commercial game software Portal (http://www.valvesoftware.com, Valve Software, Bellevue, WA).
The environment was displayed on a 27-inch LG monitor (resolution: 1920 x 1080) and
participants were seated roughly 50 cm from the screen. Participants learned the locations of
target objects inside a virtual environment, using the learning procedure illustrated in Figure 2A.
Participants moved through the environment by using their right hand to operate arrow keys to
move forward or backwards and turn left or right. Responses during the replace phase were
collected by participants pressing the “r” key with their left hand. Virtual heading and location
were recorded every 100 ms.

The familiar environment was a square virtual room. Each wall was textured with a
unique wallpaper to provide orientational cues. The floor was also textured to provide optic flow
information but no cues to location inside the environment. Each boundary wall was 116 virtual
units (vu) in length and 19 vu in height relative to a simulated eye-level of 4 vu. One virtual unit
corresponds to 0.3048 real-world meters (1 foot). The complete set of target objects was a
radiator, a lamp, an oil drum, and a cake. The target objects for each trial were selected in
pseudo-random order. The instructions for each trial (either ‘Collect’ or ‘Replace’, followed by the
target object name) were displayed in the center of the screen for the entirety of the trial. Prior to
the start of the replace phase of each block, participants collected each target object in pseudorandom order twice (i.e., performed the feedback phase twice per target object). Only replace
trials differed between blocks.

The turning off of the lights during the replace trials of blocks 2 and 3 was accomplished
with a black fog effect. The fog began 3.1vu away from the participant’s virtual location and fully
saturated at 12.5 vu, occluding all visual cues beyond this radius. All objects were located at least
30 vu from all boundaries, ensuring that no boundaries were visible from any object location
during the replace trials.
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During the replace trials of block 3, the room was first deformed by 50% along one
dimension, in the direction of either a stretch (width 174 vu x length 116 vu) or a compression
(width 58 vu x length 116 vu). During these deformations, the floor, wall, and ceiling textures were
not rescaled, but were instead truncated (during compressions) or continued to tile the new space
(during stretches). Eleven participants noticed the manipulation.

Experiment 2 (Lights on). The design and procedures for Experiment 2 were similar to
those of Experiment 1, except as described here. The familiar environment was a square virtual
arena, with no ceiling. Each boundary wall was 116 virtual units (vu) in length x 5.6 vu in height
relative to a simulated eye-level of 4 vu. The same texture was applied to all walls. Distal cues, in
the form of the sun, sky, and a mountain range, surrounded the arena. These distal cues were
rendered at infinity, thus providing orientation information but no cues to location. The lights
remained on at all times.

Participants completed 2 blocks, a familiar block followed by a deformation block. Only
replace trials differed between blocks. During the replace trials of the deformation block the
environment was either stretched (width 174 vu x length 116 vu) or compressed (width 58 vu x
length 116 vu) along one dimension. During these deformations, the floor, wall, and ceiling
textures were not rescaled, but were instead truncated (during compressions) or continued to tile
the new space (during stretches). Ten participants noticed the manipulation.

Experiment 3 (Immersive VR). The design and procedures for Experiment 3 were similar
to those of Experiment 2, except as described here. We used Unity game engine version 5.6
(https://unity3d.com, Unity Technologies, San Francisco, CA) to construct and render immersive
virtual reality rooms via the stereoscopic HTC Vive head-mounted display and position tracker
(resolution of 1080×1200 per eye; https://www.vive.com/, HTC with technology by the Valve
Corporation, New Taipei City, Taiwan). Responses during the replace phase were collected by
participants pressing the ‘trigger’ key of a wireless HTC Vive controller with their dominant hand.
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Virtual heading and location were recorded every 100 ms. No participants complained of motion
sickness during or after the experiment.

The familiar environment was a square virtual room, measuring 2.4 m in length x 2.4 m in
width x 2.5 m in height. The positions of 2 (north-south) virtual walls matched 2 of the physical
tracking room walls, the remaining 2 (east-west) unmatched virtual walls were displaced during
deformations. All walls were textured a charcoal grey. The floor and ceiling were textured a lighter
grey. A light grey floor-to-ceiling 0.1 m wide x 0.1 m long column was nestled in each corner to
deter participants from contacting the tracking equipment.

Participants completed 2 blocks, a familiar block followed by a deformation block, similar
to Experiment 2. Only replace trials differed between blocks. During the replace trials of the
deformation block the environment was either stretched (width 2.8 m x length 2.4 m) or
compressed (width 2.0 m x length 2.4 m) along one dimension (east-west) by displacing one or
both unmatched walls and their neighboring columns. Between blocks, the display was rendered
solid black for 5 s with the instructions ‘wait for next trial’ displayed in the bottom center of the
visual field.

Because the participant could no longer be comfortably teleported between trials, the
participant was instructed to move to face and nearly touch the center of one of the four walls as
indicated by a floating black arrow to begin each collect or replace trial. To ensure that no
instantaneous changes to the environment shape were observed by the participant during
deformation trials, the displaced wall depended on the starting position for that trial. If the trial
started from the east wall, then the west wall was displaced by 0.4 m. If the trial started from the
west wall, then the east wall was displaced by 0.4 m. If the trial started from either the north or the
south walls, then both the east and west walls were displaced by 0.2 m each. From all starting
positions, the instantaneous displacement of walls was not visible. No participant noticed the
manipulation.
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The complete set of target objects was a red sphere, a blue cube, a green cylinder, and a
purple capsule. Object locations were all within 0.4 m of the center of the familiar environment. All
objects were presented on the same grey 1.5 m tall pedestal in order to raise them to
approximately eye level. The target objects for each trial were selected in pseudo-random order.
The instructions (either ‘Collect the’ or ‘Replace the’ followed by the target object name in text
matching the color of the target object, or ‘Go to Arrow’ to begin the next trial) were displayed in
the bottom center of the visual field for the entirety of all trials.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Place cell identification. The data from each cell for each trial was only included in further
analysis if the spatial information content exceeded the 99th percentile of its shuffled distribution
for that trial. Spatial information content I was computed from unsmoothed rate maps as

where

is the probability of occupying pixel ,

mean firing rate, and

is the firing rate at pixel ,

is the overall

runs across all sampled pixels (Skaggs et al., 1993). The shuffled

distribution was created by circularly shifting the spike train relative to the path of the animal by a
random amount of at least 30 s and computing the resulting spatial information content over 1000
iterations.

Rate maps. Rate maps were created by first dividing the environment into 2.5 cm x 2.5
cm pixels. Then the mean firing rate within each pixel was calculated. Finally, this map was
smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 1.5 pixels (3.75 cm) and
square extent of 9 pixels x 9 pixels (22.5 cm x 22.5 cm). Unsampled pixels were ignored in further
analysis.
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Place field peak shift analysis. To test for the presence of boundary-tethered place field
shift, all spiking and path data were divided by the most recently contacted boundary (north,
south, east, or west), with contact defined as coming within 3 pixels (7.5 cm) of a boundary.
Periods of recording prior to the first boundary contact were ignored. Next, for each boundary a
‘boundary rate map’ was constructed, summarizing the place cell firing pattern following contact
with that boundary. Next, we computed the displacement between the peak firing locations of
opposing boundary rate map pairs (north-south and east-west) along the relevant dimension. To
minimize any effects of sampling biases, only pixels visited following both most recent boundary
contacts were included in further comparisons. Finally, the average peak shift observed during
the familiar trials was subtracted from the shift observed during each deformation trial, yielding
our final measure.

Object replace location analysis. To test whether the replaced locations of objects
depended on the starting boundary, we first aligned all four objects by their mean replaced
locations. Next, for each axis (north-south and east-west) we calculated the displacement along
that axis between the median replace locations when starting from one boundary (north or east)
minus the opposing boundary (south or west). Finally, we computed the difference in shift
measured along the deformed and undeformed dimensions as the ultimate measure of interest.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Data and custom MATLAB scripts implementing all analyses are available from the Lead
Contact upon request.
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Figure 4.1. Environmental deformations distort place fields in mice. A) Schematic of the
environment shape during stretching (top) and compression (bottom) deformations. B) Place cell
rate maps from example cells recorded during stretching (top) and compression (bottom)
deformations. Peak firing rate indicated below the bottom left of each map and trial order
indicated below the bottom right (bold) of each map. Familiar environment trials bounded by gray
box.
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Figure 4.2. Environmental deformations induce shifts in the place fields of mice. A) Place
field peak locations (colored dot) following west (red) and east (blue) boundary contacts (see
Text), superimposed on the whole-trial rate map. Whole-trial rate maps uniformly faded by 70%
for legibility. Direction of predicted shifts indicated by colored arrows. Familiar environment trials
bounded by gray box. B) Shift in place field peak during stretching (left) and compression (center)
trials, and aggregated across trials (right). Baseline shift observed in the familiar environment
subtracted. Significance markers denote 2-tailed paired t-test between conditions (bar) and 1tailed t-test vs. 0 in the predicted direction (no bar). **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Figure 4.3. Environmental deformations induce shifts in the replaced locations of
remembered objects in humans. A) Schematic of the block structure for all human experiments.
B) To quantify the shift in the object replace locations induced by environmental deformations, we
first aligned all four objects by their mean replace locations. Then we computed the median
replace location for trajectories originating from each boundary (NSEW). Finally, shift along each
axis was measured as the displacement between the median replace locations for trajectories
originating from opposing boundaries. C) Shift in object replaced locations along each axis, and
the difference in shift between the deformed and undeformed dimensions during deformations
when objects were replaced in the dark (mean ± SEM; desktop virtual reality). Arrows indicate
predicted shift difference. D) Shift in object replaced locations along each axis, and the difference
in shift between the deformed and undeformed during deformations when objects were replaced
in the light (mean ± SEM; desktop virtual reality). Arrows indicate predicted shift difference. E)
Shift in object replaced locations along each axis, and the difference in shift between the
deformed and undeformed during deformations when objects were replaced in a fully immersive
virtual room (mean ± SEM; immersive virtual reality). Arrows indicate predicted shift difference.
Significance markers denote 2-tailed t-test vs. 0 (no bar) and 2-tailed 2-sample t-test between
conditions (bar). *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
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Figure 4.4. Example displays from all human experiments. A) Example displays from
Experiment 1 (Lights Off), during object collection (left) and lights off replacement (right). B)
Example display from Experiment 2 (Lights On). C) Example display from Experiment 3
(Immersive VR).
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
Here we have addressed how the heading and location components of the
cognitive map are anchored to the external world. In Chapter 2, we demonstrated that
the heading code, in the form of the alignment of the hippocampal map, is anchored by
the shape of the environment alone, even when other polarizing features are available.
We further demonstrated that the alignment of the hippocampal map predicts navigation
behavior on a trial-by-trial basis during a spatial reorientation task. These results
reconcile the relationship between spatial representations in the hippocampal and
reorientation behavior, and strongly imply that spatial reorientation is mediated by the
hippocampal formation. In Chapter 3, we developed a computational model which
demonstrated that anchoring of the grid and place location codes to navigational
boundaries can account for a wide range of experimental results, including aspects of
these results which have remained unexplained. We next described evidence from a
reanalysis of two grid cell datasets for a key prediction of this model: the existence of
boundary-tethered shifts in grid field location. In Chapter 4, we demonstrated that, as
predicted by our model, similar shifts are also observed in rodent place field locations
and human spatial memory, suggesting that a similar mechanism anchors the location
component of both rodent and human cognitive maps. Together, these results suggest
that navigational boundaries play a privileged role in anchoring the location and heading
components of the cognitive map.

5.1 Heading code: why privilege boundaries?
The results of Chapter 2 provide strong evidence that the heading code is
exclusively anchored to the spatial geometry of the environment as defined by
navigational boundaries. Why privilege spatial geometry over other nongeometric
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features? Some have hypothesized that while nongeometric features such objects in the
external world tend to move and change, the spatial geometry remains fixed (Gallistel,
1990). Thus an effective reorientation mechanism should rely primarily on the typically
stable shape of the navigable space.

In addition to this argument from efficiency, we suggest an additional mechanistic
explanation for privileging spatial geometry during reorientation, derived from the
interaction of the heading and location codes. We hypothesize as others have that,
within an environment, the grid cell location code is anchored and corrected by
navigational boundaries through border cell inputs (as in Chapter 3 and (Hardcastle et
al., 2015; Giocomo, 2016)). Crucially, the effectiveness of error correction that border
cell input can provide depends on the alignment of the grid. In order to maximize the
benefits of boundary-anchored localization, the grid should be oriented such that the grid
network state along each boundary is as unique as possible. This is observed
experimentally in square environments (Krupic et al., 2015; Stensola et al., 2015). If the
orientation of the grid is coupled to the heading code as is typically observed (Sargolini
et al., 2006), then the heading code may be oriented by spatial geometry so as to exploit
effective error correction by boundaries.

5.2 Anchoring the location code: boundaries or more?
Our results in Chapters 3 and 4 indicate that the location code is dynamically
anchored to environmental boundaries. However, whether the location code is
exclusively anchored to navigational boundaries, similar to the heading code, remains to
be tested directly. Reinterpreting results from previous human behavior experiments in
light of the boundary-tethered model (Chen et al., 2015) suggests that punctate
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landmarks can also anchor human spatial memory. Furthermore, border cells are
activated by both walls and steep drops (Solstad et al., 2008), suggesting that these
cells can code any cues which shape navigable space. Moreover, in addition to border
cells, the medial entorhinal cortex has been recently shown to contain additional cells
coding distance and directions to punctate objects, even when those objects are
suspended above the ground and do not interfere with navigation (Høydal et al., 2017).
This object-vector representation may also anchor the location code, especially with
repeated experience of the objects as stable. Together, these results suggest that the
set of cues capable of anchoring the location component of the cognitive map is much
larger than the set of extended surfaces boundaries, and may even include spatiallyinformative non-boundary cues such as punctate landmarks.

5.3 Circuit implications of the boundary-tethered location code
In Chapters 3 and 4, we developed, implemented, and tested a simplified model
of border, grid, and place cell interactions. As noted, this minimal circuit is sufficient to
reproduce many experimentally observed phenomena, including the novel observation
of boundary-tethered location coding. However, the implementation of boundarytethered coding need not be exclusive to this circuit. The key components underlying the
success of this model are a representation of proximal boundaries (in our model, border
units) and a path-integrated representation of location (in our model, grid unit attractor
networks as in (Burak and Fiete, 2009)). Thus, a whole class of circuits containing these
representations may viably reproduce boundary-tethered location codes. For example,
one could imagine that the grid representation is not maintained itself by pathintegration, but receives input from some other path-integrated representation, such as
putative stripe cells (Grossberg and Pilly, 2014).
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Nevertheless, our experimental observation of boundary-tethered grid and place
field shifts do rule out certain circuit interactions as underlying these dynamics. For
example, because path integration is thought to occur outside the hippocampus proper,
direct border-to-place connections would be insufficient to generate boundary-anchored
coding at locations distal from boundaries, unless additional reciprocal connections with
a path-integrated representation of location are included. Likewise, although we
demonstrate that input from border cells is sufficient to drive boundary-tethered shifts,
inputs from boundary vector cells (BVC), which are similar to border cells except that
they tile both proximal and distal locations from borders, would not suffice. In the latter
case, the BVC input would continue to update the grid or place codes throughout the
environment, leading to a rescaling which is independent of the most recently contacted
boundary (Barry et al., 2006; Bush and Burgess, 2014).

The demonstration that boundaries continue to anchor the grid and place location
codes even across deformed versions of a familiar environment raises additional
questions about the relationship between this effect and remapping. Previous work has
noted that environmental manipulations such as removing the walls of an elevated
chamber are sufficient to induce changes in both grid phase and border field location,
even when the head direction code remains stable (Solstad et al., 2008), suggesting that
border-grid interactions might contribute to remapping under some circumstances.
Interestingly, in the absence of other inputs, input from a rotated or remapped border
code is predicted by the boundary-tethered model to induce frequent phase shifts and
thus disrupt the structure of the time-averaged grid pattern (Fig. 5.1). Whether evidence
of these shifts can be observed across environments, and how these shifts might
depend on changes to spatial geometry and familiarity, remains to be explored.
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However, the observation that clear grid structure can be observed following changes to
the border code also suggests that other inputs, such as visual inputs and/or reciprocal
inputs from place cells, might anchor the grid code.

One important characteristic that is not captured by the boundary-tethered model
we implemented is plasticity. It is known that the representations observed following
geometric manipulations do not persist forever, but change and adapt to these
manipulations. For example, place representations of square and cylindrical
environments diverge slowly with experience (Lever et al., 2002b), grid cell patterns
relax to their native periodicity with experience in deformed environments (Barry et al.,
2007), and grid cell patterns transition from locally- to globally-periodic over experience
with connected environments (Carpenter et al., 2015). In our model, plasticity was
explicitly eliminated during environmental deformations in order to observe the effects of
deformations on model representations without any obfuscating dynamics. However,
somewhat surprisingly, including plasticity as it is currently implemented during
deformation simulations in our particular model has little effect on the resulting
representations. This is because grid phase and border input are not in conflict long
enough for unlearning to occur. For instance, when the west boundary is encountered
following the east boundary during an east-west deformation, the border and grid codes
are briefly in conflict when the border representation is first activated, causing a small
amount of unlearning. However, this border activation also quickly reinstates the learned
grid phase, eliminating the conflict between the two. The learned grid phase is then
reinforced for as long as the animal remains close to the west boundary, typically long
enough to overwrite whatever bit of unlearning had occurred.
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Thus, in order to reproduce the experimentally-observed dynamics described
above, the boundary-tethered model must be modified. Here, we suggest two possible
approaches. First, one might modify existing model dynamics, such as by modifying the
learning rule, introducing weight decay between border-to-grid interactions, or reducing
the sensitivity of the grid attractor to external input. Alternatively, one might include
additional interactions which are currently absent from our model. For example, one
might include visual or other nonspatial inputs to place cells (putatively input from the
lateral entorhinal cortex (Neunuebel et al., 2013)) and reciprocal connections from place
cells to grid cells. These additional inputs may also anchor the grid and place location
codes in such a way that conflicts with border input, allowing unlearning of border-grid
phase relationships to occur. Further work is needed to address whether and how the
experimentally observed dynamics might emerge from such changes to the model.

5.4 The importance of dynamics underlying spatial codes
Place cells, grid cells, and head direction cells are exceptionally compelling as
neural representations of space in large part due to the clarity of the spatial determinants
of their firing properties, as visualized in rate maps, autocorrelations, and directional
tuning curves. However, these analyses implicitly assume that spatial tuning properties
remain stable throughout the analyzed period, and as such any dynamics affecting
spatial tuning during these periods is obscured. Thus it is dangerous to interpret
changes in rate maps and other spatial tuning curves as reflecting a stable
corresponding change to the underlying spatial code. The case of rescaling versus
boundary-tethered shifts as laid out in Chapters 3 and 4 is one especially clear example
of how such interpretations can lead to an incomplete understanding of an experimental
phenomenon and very different conclusions concerning the nature of the cognitive map.
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There may be other cases as well. Recent studies examining the ways in which spatial
geometry shapes grid cell activity have focused on carefully characterizing deviations
from symmetry in grid cell rate maps (Krupic et al., 2015; Stensola et al., 2015). These
characterizations have inspired claims about the representational content of the grid
code and called into question the suitability of the grid code as a spatial metric (Krupic et
al., 2015, 2016a; Stensola et al., 2015). However, without a clear understanding of how
network dynamics give rise to these time-averaged grid distortions, such conclusions
may be premature.
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Figure 5.1. Border code remapping may disrupt the grid code. The boundary-tethered
model predicts that changing the border code following learning should disrupt the timeaveraged grid structure in the absence of other inputs. Either a coherent rotation of
border fields (rotated) or a random assignment of border fields (remapped) has this
effect.
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